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ABSTRACT
Direct measurements of the temperature slope of the magnetization,
(dM/aT)H, are effected with an oscillating temperature technique which
utilizes the excellent thermal characteristics of metals at low tempera-
tures. The application of the technique to observations of the super-
conducting transitions in tin and indium, with subsequent measurements
of the temperature slope of the penetration depths, (aX/dT)H , and to the
observations of the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations in the magnetic sus-
ceptibilities of bismuth and zinc at low temperatures is presented.
Values of the de Haas-van Alphen effective mass and period obtained in
this manner agree well with previous measurements. The possibility of
making direct measurements of the effective mass occurring in the formu-
lation of the de Haas-van Alphen effect is discussed. The application
of the technique to an observation of the antiferromagnetic phase tran-
sition of CuC12 2H20 is presented. The Neel temperature obtained in
this manner agrees well with the transition temperature determined from
heat capacity measurements. The possibility of a direct test of Fisher's
relation (CM~A a(TXII)/ dT) between the magnetic heat capacity, CM, and
the temperature gradient of the susceptibility, (TXI), is considered.
Thesis Supervisor: E. Maxwell
Leader, Low Temperature Physics Group
National Magnet Laboratory
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. FOREWORD
In the following sections of this thesis, we are going to be consid-
ering measurements of the temperature-dependent magnetic properties of
solids at low temperatures. The class of systems on which these obser-
vations have been made is broad and it includes superconductors, anti-
ferromagnetic systems, normal metals. and paramagnetic systems. The
breadth of this class and the nature of the results to be presented are
consistent with the goal of this thesis, which is to illustrate the
applicability and the utility of a technique which has been developed
for making direct measurements of the temperature slope of the magneti-
zation, (r1/•~T), of low temperature magnetic systems. The central idea
of thermal modulation of the magnetization came from the early work of
Shalnikov and Sharvin on penetration depth measurements in supercon-
ductors. However, the measurements presented here represent an indepen-
dent and individual development of the technique and an extension of
the measurements to magnetic phenomena other than superconductivity.
B. THERMAL MODULATION TECHNIQUE
The idea of the thermal oscillation technique of measuring 1M/T-
is illustrated in the following discussion. If the temperature of a
magnetic sample is made to oscillate and if the sample is further placed
in a constant magnetic field, then the flux within the sample will os-
cillate in time if the magnetization is a function of the temperature.
A coil wound around the sample will exhibit a voltage, in accordance with
the Faraday induction law, which is proportional to a8/3T. This can be
expressed quantitatively for the following simple model. We consider a
coil of N turns, of transverse cross section A, wound around a long
cylindrical specimen of cross section A ( A. The field, the specimen,
and the coil are aligned coaxially. By these conditions we have avoided
the complicating effects of demagnetization and we can write for the flux
linkages,
Nc= NHA+47rn/ .(I)
where there are N/L=n turns per unit length and the specimen has a mag-
netic moment A.
We can observe that the coil need not be wound tightly on the spec-
imen for, with the field H constant, it is only the temperature-induced
oscillation of the magnetic moment which contributes to the voltage. In
an oscillating field measurement, on the other hand. the term NHA would
have to be "bucked out" before the contribution of the magnetic moment
could be measured.
If we oscillate the temperature of the specimen,
T(t) T + AT Sin(wt) (2)
with amplitudeaT and angular frequency(O, we will induce a voltage,
4Vn 300V = - 300 T)H ATCos(wt) (3)C aTH
across the coil. The factor 300 converts V from Gaussian units to volts.
So long as we are able to maintain a uniform temperature oscillation
throughout the volume of the specimen we will measure a voltage which
has a 900 phase difference with respect to the temperature oscillation
and which is proportional to (/~/2-7T)R. The measurement of ('A/T)H
yields (IC/T)H directly or (OS /M)indirectly through a Maxwell thermo-
dynamic relation. )( is the magnetic susceptibility defined by,
X=M/H (4)
and S is the entropy.
The system on which the measurement is made need not be metallic;
it is only necessary that the temperature oscillate uniformly at the
angular frequencyO). This is equivalent to the requirement that the
thermal diffusivity be high and pure metals at low temperatures meet
this requirement for, as we shall see, their thermal diffusivities at
4 0K can be 104 times greater than the room temperature values.
Let us consider the problem of passing an alternating heat flux, Q,
along a one-dimensional sample of thermal conductivity, K. and heat
capacity per unit volume, C. One can construct the heat flow equation
as follows;
div Q - C-dt (5)
6 =-KgradT
T K 2  I d K 2 (5)
at V C" T+ C dT (grad T) (5)
Ignoring the grad T term, a spatially damped small amplitude os-
cillatory solution to this equation can be found and is of the form,
T - ATe- kXejCWt - k x) (6)
where 2 .7r
k = 2-= 2  (7)
A is called the thermal wavelength, and 02 K/C is the thermal diffu-
sivity.
Now, our requirement of uniform thermal oscillation is equivalent
to 2T-L>•1, where L is the length through which the heat current is
passing. The higher the thermal diffusivity,c~ the more easily is this
requirement met.
At low temperatures, the diffusivities of pure metals are large.
The increase of the diffusivity over the room temperature value is in
large part due to the decrease of the heat capacity at low temperatures.
The thermal conductivity, generally speaking, goes through a maximum in
the 4 OK range, and is about an order of magnitude greater than that at
room temperature. This is illustrated schematically in Figure #1. On
the other hand, metals with Debye temperatures well above 4 OK will
have heat capacities at 4 OK about a thousand times smaller than those
at room temperature. Accordingly, the diffusivity increases greatly,
with lowering temperature, over its room temperature value.
1/ _
Fig. I-1i Typical thermal conductivity of a metal at low temperatures.
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(2) (3)
Howling et al.(2)and Zavaritsky have reported measurements of
the heat capacities of metals at low temperatures which were derived
from an oscillating temperature technique which measured low temperature
thermal diffusivities. Their measurements have shown that the diffu-
sivity generally increases with decreasing temperature and is typically
of the order of 10 cm 2/sec at 4 OK. Zavaritsky's measurements on tin
show a maximum around 2 OK and a temperature region below, where the
diffusivity remains high and independent of the temperature. Figure #2
is adapted from Zavaritsky's article and shows these features as exemp-
lified by the measurements on 99.99% tin.
,^5
Iv
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Fig. 1-2. Thermal diffusivity of tin (after Zavaritsky (3)).
Aside from the fact that the diffusivity is high at low temperatures,
there is another observation which we can make from Zavaritsky's meas-
urements on tin which specifically relates to the application of the
oscillating temperature technique to measurements on superconductors.
Below 3.72 OK tin becomes superconducting in magnetic fields less than
a certain critical field, Hc(T)
. 
There is a qualitative description of
the superconducting state known as the "two-fluid" model which attrib-
utes the "superconducting" properties of the metal to an increasing
proportion of the electrons which is condensing from the normal to the
superconducting state as the temperature is lowered below the transition
temperature. One of the properties of these "superconducting" electrons
is that they are in the lowest of their possible thermodynamic states
and neither carry entropy nor participate in processes which require
the exchange of entropy. Then, in this model, it is only the decreas-
ing proportion of "normal" electrons which participates in the conduct-
ion of heat. One might expect that the thermal conductivity would
prematurely decrease below the transition and that this should be re-
flected in a low thermal diffusivity. To the right in Figure #2 can
be seen a representation of the measurements of Zavaritsky on tin in
a magnetic field greater than the critical field. It is true that the
diffusivity in the superconducting state is less than that in the
normal state, but, the difference is seen to be small and is unimportant
in the thermal modulation technique. Generalizing these measurements
on tin, it would appear safe to assume that measurements on supercon-
ductors will not, generally speaking, be limited by any premature drop
in the diffusivity as might have been expected on the basis of the "two-
fluid" model.
To return to the heat flow equation, Howling et al., observed that
simple solutions to the heat flow equation of the form that we have used
here were adequate for temperature oscillation amplitudes as large as
1/4 OK. (2 ) As the amplitudes employed in the measurements reported here
were always less than this, for the most part as much as two orders of
magnitude less, ignoring the grad T term is justified and it can be
reasonably assumed that pure metal samples of dimensions less than 1 cm.,
typically, will pass unattenuated thermal oscillations at frequencies
of 100 cps or less. The plausibility of this results from the high
thermal diffusivity at low temperatures and this possibility is the
central feature around which the method of thermal oscillations has
been developed.
There is a practical problem of thermometry associated with these
measurements. The temperature oscillation amplitude is to be measured
and the thermometer is to be used as a phase reference. The carbon re-
sistor commonly used in low temperature thermometry cannot be used here,
however, for its diffusivity is some ten thousand times smaller than
that of the metal; further, bonding materials must be interposed between
the thermometer and the sample and these can introduce phase shifts.
This problem has been overcome for measurements on metals. The
alternating temperature thermometer used is a differential thermocouple
with one junction soldered into the specimen. Now, the thermometer is
part of the specimen and the thermal response of the thermometer is that
characteristic of metals at low temperatures.
This oscillating temperature technique has been used to observe
the de Haas-van Alphen oscillation in the susceptibility of bismuth and
zinc (Chapter II). Further, (~X/1T)H was observed at the antiferro-
magnetic phase transition of CuCl2 2H20 (Chapter III). The salt,
CuCl 2 2H20 , was the only non-metallic system on which measurements
were undertaken here. The last measurements reported are of magnetic
penetration depths in superconductors (Chapter IV). Chronologically,
these were the first measurements undertaken and the details of the
technique were largely worked out in these measurements.
The details of the experimental arrangement are found in Chapter
V. The reader who is specifically interested in the development of the
experimental technique could read Chapter V first and return to the
applications found in Chapters II, III, and IV. However. it is recom-
mended that the general reader proceed with the discussions of the
measurements which are given in Chapters II, III, and IV. The details
of Chapter V can be referred to as the need arises.
Each of the Chapters II, III, and IV begins with a brief summary
which outlines the measurement, the results, and the implications of
the chapter to which it belongs. These summaries might be used by the
general reader to gain a quick view of the overall class of phenomena
which have been investigated in this work.
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II. THE MEASUREMENT OF IN THE DE HAAS-VAN ALPHEN EFFECT
A. SUMMARY
The long period de Haas-van Alphen oscillations were observed in
direct measurements of (ZK/aT) for bismuth and zinc. Constant magnetic
fields less than 5000 oe were employed and the specimen was heated by
absorption of modulated optical radiation. The oscillating temperature,
which was measured by the output voltage of a differential-thermocouple
thermometer, served as the phase reference in a coherent phase sensitive
averaging technique which was used for measuring the voltage (proport-
ional to(aM/8T)w ) induced across a pickup coil wound around the sam-
ple. The measurements were made in the temperature interval
2.2 oK6 T ý4.2 OK.
To realize the obvious benefit of comparison, these first measure-
ments were made on bismuth and zinc and they offer ample evidence of
the potential success of the method. Further, since the measurements
were confined to low magnetic fields, the observations were accordingly
restricted to long period oscillations; zinc and bismuth were excellent
sources of these.
The period, the effective mass, and the Dingle factor were obtained
from a comparison of the relative amplitudes of the oscillations with
an approximation for (aM/aT),. This approximation was derived from
the expression for the free energy as given by Lifshitz and Kosevich.
The measurements agree, to within the experimental accuracy, with
previous measurements and they are presented in Table #1. The effective
mass, m, is given in terms of the free electron mass, mi. The entries
correspond to the long periods for each of the substances.
Table II-i. period, effective mass, and Dingle factor measured for
bismuth and zinc.
Bismuth Zinc
Period (oe)-1 7.ixl0-5 ±l0% 7.3x0-5 ±10%
Effective mass 8.9x10 -3±18% 8.7x0-3 +15%
Dingle factor ( K) 7 ±25% 6 ±22%
The oscillating temperature technique compares well with other
methods for observing the de Haas-van Alphen effect. While measure-
ments of 3MljTare not as sensitive as ZM/aH measurements they have an
outstanding practical advantage, in that there are no large background
signals which must be "bucked out" before the weak de Haas-van Alphen
oscillations can be observed. The aDMIT measurements can be made at
both high and low magnetic fields.
Methods are proposed for directly measuring all the experimental
parameters, the period, the effective mass, the Dingle factor, and the
phase constant, from a single graph of DMlBTversus the magnetic field.
These methods rely upon the fact that the oscillation of the temperature
effectively multiplies the magnetization by2r27rz/H , . TheP appearing
in this expression is the effective double Bohr magneton and is inver-
sely proportional to the effective mass.
Harmonics of the fundamental temperature oscillation frequency
will appear in the full expression for(aM/BT) because M is a non-
linear function of the temperature. It is shown that the harmonic
components of the voltage across the pickup coil could be analyzed to
obtain the effective mass. Further, effective masses could also be
obtained from the ratio of voltages if aM/aTandBM1/aH4measurements were
each made, in turn, on the same sample. These direct measurements
could not be made here because the method of modulating the light in-
tensity introduced harmonics into the temperature waveform which masked
the effect of the non-linearity of the magnetization. Further,
measurements could not be made because the phase and the amplitude of
the background varied with the dc field level. Linear "bucking"
signals were unable to compensate this effect. Methods for overcoming
these difficulties are presented.
B. INTRODUCTION
In 1930 de Haas and van Alphen first observed oscillations in the
magnetization of bismuth with the magnetic field intensity. Their
measurements were made at liquid hydrogen temperatures using a method
for observing the force acting on a specimen in an inhomogeneous mag-
netic field. Since their first measurements, oscillations in the
magnetization have been observed in many metals and these oscillations,
periodic in I/H, have come to be known as the de Haas-van Alphen effect.
Since their early work, measurements have been extended to include
lower temperatures, where the amplitude of the oscillations increases,
and various techniques have been developed for overcoming the difficul-
ties inherent in the early measurements employing inhomogeneous fields.
Notable among these are the torque method, which has been successfully
applied to studies of the period and the relative amplitude for fields
of the order of 50 koe, and the high magnetic field techniques developed
for detecting very short period oscillations.
Peierls began the evolution of the theory by giving an implicit
argument showing that the magnetization of a free electron gas should
oscillate with changes in the magnetic field because of the quantization
of free electron orbits in a magnetic field. Peierls's discussion drew
upon the fact that the conduction electrons in metals behave approxi-
mately like free electrons and that at low temperatures the mean-free-
path in pure metals can be great enough for the semi-classical idea of
a closed orbit to be meaningful.
The extensions of Peierls's theory were also in implicit form and
it remained for Landau(2)to give an explicit formula for the field
dependence of the magnetization in 1939. Landau's expression was de-
rived under the assumption of ellipsoidal energy surfaces in momentum
space and extended the description to finite temperatures. His express-
ion gave definite predictions of the dependence upon orientation of the
amplitude and the period of the oscillations. Landau was able to con-
firm Peierls estimation that the effect was due to only few electrons
per atom and that these. electrons were of very small effective mass.
(3)In 1952, Onsager was able to show that the period of the de Haas-
van Alphen effect is inversely proportional to the extremal cross-
sectional areas of the Fermi surface by planes normal to the field.
His argument generalized the ellipsoidal energy surfaces of Landau and
established the possibility of gauging the Fermi surface by measuring
the angular dependence of the period.
(4)Later, Lifshitz and Kosevich generalized Landau's expression for
the magnetizatization by including Onsagers treatment of the energy
surfaces. Their expression for the magnetization contained geometrical
features of the Fermi surface which could be related to experimental
measurables.
Through these various works the de Haas-van Alphen effect has become
a powerful tool for use in the program of studying the electronic struc-
ture of metals. The theory has now evolved to the point where models
of the Fermi surface can be constructed from the experimental parameters.
C. THEORY
In this section, we shall briefly and descriptively introduce
those features of the theory of the de Haas-van Alphen effect which are
essential to the understanding of the physical origin of the effect and
which are related to the experimental results of the M//8Tmeasurements
of this investigation. For greater detail and more thorough deriva-
tions of the elements of our discussion, the reader is referred to the
excellent articles by Shoenberg 5)and Pippard (6)in addition to the
original literature outlined above. A very readable, but simplified,
(7)account of the de Haas-van Alphen effect is given by Ziman and a
detailed description of the oscillation of the magnetization of a free
electron gas at T=O is given by Huang. (8)
1. The physical origin of the de Haas-van Alphen effect
First,, let us consider a semi-classical wave packet description of
the motion of a spinless electron of velocity v', charge -e (ESU), and
momentum p in a magnetic field, H. A particle, of effective mass m,
acted upon only by the Lorentz force,
^ A = _e (I)F= I- vxH ,
will trace out a helicoidal path in coordinate space for which the
location of the helical axis is arbitrary.
In momentum space, the trajectory is restricted to the intersection
of the plane pz= constant with the surface of constant energy, E(A)= const.
The momentum space motion is illustrated in Figure #1 for a free elec-
tron where the energy surface, E(*)=%2/2m, is a sphere.
In our semi-classical description, we imagine the electron to be
represented by a wave packet and we follow the evolution of this packet
E(p)
A
H
p*H= constant
Fig. II-1. Motion of free electron in momentum space under influence
of constant magnetic field, H..
as we trace the motion of the electron. It is a familiar result of
diffraction theory that the center of the wave packet travels at the
group velocity, . Making the substitutions, E( )=kwand,'=A^/
our velocity in three dimensions takes the form,
v = grad E($) , (2)
and we observe that the velocity is orthogonal to the constant energy
surface, E(p). This is the velocity, v, of equation (1) which is shown
in Figure #1; vj is the component of v transverse to H.
For a system of free charges, the energy associated with the cyclic
motion in the plane p.H=constant is quantized in units of the free elec-
tron cyclotron frequency,4 = a. (see page 14 of reference 6). It is
reasonable to assume that for closed orbits on a more general energy
surface, E(p), this component of the energy will again be quantized but
eH
now in units of the frequency, C)¢--•-- where m is an effective mass.
V
I:
Just as for free electrons, the z component of the momentum remains a
constant of the motion, free to take all values, subject only to the
constraint that the total energy of the highest occupied level,
2
ETOT. (n+ y)~ + m E (3)
shall be less than the Fermi energy, EF, for the system of N electrons
at T=0. In equation (3), Y is a phase constant, 0<7<1, and takes the
value 1/2 for free electrons.
Let us inquire as to the influence upon the orbits illustrated in
Figure #1 of this quantization of energy. As the p vector traces the
trajectory, a repetitive motion of frequency,
_el 2 -eH (4)c c dp
is generated. In this expression for the cyclotron frequency, it is
understood that the line integral is to be taken around the closed
orbit on the surface E($)=constant and we note in passing that we can
define the effective mass, m, by,
m = - dp (5)2-ir
As we move transverse to the energy surface, E(A), through a dis-
tance Apj in the plane p.H=constant, we pass from the surface E to
another of energy E+AE, where, E= VL Ap. See Figure #2.
Now, the line integral of equation (4) can be rearranged to give,
; fAPp d (6)
which is, aside from the factor 1/6 E, the area, AA, between the con-
stant energy curves in the section ".H=constant shown in Figure #2. We
can extend our remark on the effective mass for we now note that equat-
ion (5) gives,
I Am =(7)
V A
where A is the area of the section p.H=constant of the constant energy
surface E( )=constant bounded by the orbit.
E+,6
E
AA
>H = constant
A
H
Fig. 11-2. Area in momentum space,A, bounded by two closed orbits
of energy E and E+AE, on the plane p.H=constant.
We now rearrange our expression for the cyclotron frequency to
give the general result,
AA=ehH (~E• ) (8)
When the energy E is quantized in units of A W,, the areas enclosed by
the p-space orbits are quantized in units of ehH/c,
A=(n+y ) ehH (9)
This quantization of areas suggests that in HO, the allowed
states lie on the surfaces of cylinders enclosing quantized cross
sections which generally lie along the direction of H. Figure #3
illustrates this "quantization of orbits". The dashed curve represents
a "fictitious" Fermi surface and the cylinders represent the semi-
classical orbits onto which the electrons are bent by the field. The
length,Apz, of the nth cylinder is determined by (3) and in the plane
p =0, this can be expressed by the condition,
ehH(n+y) c <Ao (10)
where Ao is, for this figure, the maximum area of cross section.
HP Z
EFn-3
n-2
n-1
AP
/ Z
Py
P
X
Fig. 11-3. Quantized orbits for a system whose "fictitious" Fermi
surface is indicated by the dotted curve.
Now, as H increases, the nth cylinder, of maximum cross section,
passes through the Fermi surface; its width Ap zshrinks to zero and
the occupants of the level empty into other available states on the
Fermi surface. According to (10), these transitions occur at equal
intervals of 1/H and give for the period of the oscillations,
Let us consider the energy, E(pz) of the occupied states in a
thickness dpz at pz of our Fermi surface. The total occupation, dN,.z
of this slab oscillates with H and indeed changes discontinuously as
the cylinder of maximum n crosses the surface at pz. The total energy,
E(pz) of this section changes with dN, for as the cylinder draws away
from contact the energy of the occupied states in the slab is being
increased above the average. As the next cylinder approaches the Fermi
surface from below, unoccupied states become available and those states
formely occupied, on the cylinder which has broken free from the sur-
face, empty into these newly available states. The energy of the
occupied states is now less than the average. Qualitatively, then, the
energy of our slice, as dN, is an oscillatory function periodic in 1/H.
The total energy, U, is given by the sum of the energies E(pz) of
all the slices. Now, it is sufficient for our purposes to note that
since E(pZ) is periodic in 1/H, U can be expanded in a trignometic
series and would be of the form,
U=  eJdpz Sin(27reA(pz , (12)
n hcH
where e is the Fourier transform of E(pz). Qualitatively, the e
n Z n
associated with the oscillatory components of the energy increase with
the magnitude of the discontinuity in the occupation, dN. at the Fermi
level. Only stationary values of A(pZ) survive the integration (see
page 21 of reference 6) for in our semi-classical approximation the
quantum numbers are large and the phase eA(pz)/hcH is high. Those
contributions from regions where A(pZ) is varying rapidly with pZ average
to zero and we conclude that U is a periodic in 1/H of period hc/eA .
Just as for the occupation number, A is an extremal cross sectional0
area of the Fermi surface.
We have now established the important connection between the de Haas-
van Alphen oscillations in the magnetization, M. and the quantization
of orbits for the periodicity of U is reflected in the magnetization at
T=O through the relation,
au(13)
Our semi-classical description (large quantum numbers) corresponds
to the requirement,
SA
S( > > I . (14)
If we scale the real space length, r, in accordance with equation (1),
and denote by ý=HA the magnetic flux through the cross section, A, of
the sample in real space, the semi-classical requirement (14) can be
rephrased to yield the very graphic inequality,
>> I (I5)
hc/e
Onsagers original argument relating the period to the extreme
cross section of the Fermi surface was developed around a statement of
the quantization of flux. He applied the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantum
condition,
Sjpdq =(n+y)h , (16)
to the motion in the plane at right angles to H and produced the result
that the flux through the orbits is quantized in units of the funda-
mental quantum, hc/e, where e was the charge of the electron. He had
only to divide the flux through the sample by the constant field, H. to
get the quantization of areas for the orbits. Equation (15) now be-
comes the observation that the results are valid in the limit where
large numbers of flux quanta are enclosed by the specimen.
2. The de Haas-van Alphen effect at finite temperatures
Lifshitz and Kosevich have extended the magnetization calculations
to finite temperatures using the relation,
1 (M=- ) (17)
where F is the free energy of the system. They find for the oscillatory
contribution to the free energy,
T /2 - Cos( Ao rr2Trr -)Cos(rr m/mr)SF= 2VkT JA ehH (18)
h3  2 m 3/23p 2Sr Sinh(27r2 rkT/R/H)Z r=l
In this expression, BH9s AW =Landau level separation andp is the effec-
tive double Bohr magneton of the electrons. m is the effective mass
and m is the free electron mass.
o
Perhaps the most important new feature of this result is the
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effect of finite temperatures upon the amplitude of the oscillations.
Indeed, the temperature dependence of the amplitude contains new infor-
mation which augments the extremal areas measured by the periods. At
T=O, the occupation drops discontinuously to zero at the Fermi level.
At finite temperatures, however, the occupation drops to zero over the
temperature interval kT above the Fermi energy. This has the effect of
greatly reducing the amplitude of the oscillations for the Landau level
separation, p H, can be less than the thermal energy kT, with the con-
sequence that the discontinuity in the occupation is smeared out as
the levels cross the Fermi surface. Measurements of the temperature
dependence of the amplitude can yield the effective mass, m, for the
magnetic moment,9 , appearing in S;,(•r•7-kT/3H4) is related to m by,
Me  (19)
As we remarked earlier, a surface which varies only slowly with
the z component of the momentum, p , in the vicinity of the extremum
will make a large contribution to the amplitude of the oscillations.
This is expressed in the result of Lifshitz and Kosevich by the term
SA./a?;, ) appearing before the summation in the free energy. The
greater the curvature in the vicinity of the extremal orbit, the small-
er the contribution to the amplitude of the oscillations.
The - appearing in the argument of the first cosine function is
the phase constant introduced in equation (3) and the (-) or (+) before
the Tr/4 is chosen for maximum or minimum area A
o
The last trignometric term, cos(7rrm/mo), and the factor of 2
before the expression for the free energy arise from the doubling of
the "Landau levels" due to the spin of the electron. Usually, the
effective mass, m, is much less than the free electron mass, m , and
this term can be neglected.
3. Conditions for the observation of the de Haas-van Alphen
oscillations
Thus far, we have assumed that the electron has a sufficient
collision-free time of.flight for the concept of a stable orbit to be
meaningful. Collisions of the electrons can destroy the orbits and
can reduce the amplitude of the oscillations. Dingle (9has shown that
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the effect of electron collisions, describable by a relaxation time
constant, 7, is to reduce the oscillations by multiplying each term in
the free energy sum by exp-hr/yp H. h is Planck's constant, r is the
summation index, and 7' the relaxation time. This is usually expressed
as exp-27rk2-~he where X is known as the Dingle factor and has the
dimensions of temperature. Very pure strain free samples can have
Dingle temperatures of tenths of degrees Kelvin and temperatures in the
4 OK range are common. Just as the effect of temperature is to reduce
the amplitude of the oscillations when the separation of the levels,A4,,
is less than the thermal energy, kT. so also will the oscillations be
attenuated when the level separation is less than the broadening energy
of collisions, h/71. We can now see why the province of de Haas-van
Alphen measurements is that of low temperatures and pure metals.
There is an energy, E_, the degeneracy energy, which is related to
the period, P, and the magnetic moment,,8, for the ellipsoidal energy
surfaces of Landau's model by,
Eo" =- kTd . (20)
Td, the degeneracy temperature,. is usually of the order of 200 OK.
Even though the general Eo is not expected to be related to, and P as
in equation (21), we can use Td for order of magnitude estimates.
Using equation (21) we can compactly express the conditions under
which most de Haas-van Alphen measurements are made. It is usually the
case that zr. 2 T/4H is sufficiently large that the sinh appearing in the
free energy denominator can be approximated by a single exponential.
Recalling that the period, P. is given by eh/cAo, we substitute Y=Z TTPH
for the phase of the cosine function and we note that
2-r2 kT T  << (21)
at 4 0K so that
2rr 27r r2k2 2 >>7r >>I. (22)
PH H
There is another practical condition which is essential for the obser-
vation of the oscillations. The field must be constant over the volume
of the sample for otherwise the magnetization, which oscillates with 1/H,
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will average to zero when the field change across the sample corresponds
to one period of the oscillation. The change in H,AH, through a
period is
AH = H2 P (23)
so that the % change in H for complete cancellation is,
=HP. (24)H
-5 -1
For P- 7x10 oe and H~- 1000 oe, this is 7%. So, relatively homo-
geneous fields are required for measurements of the effect.
D. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
1. Induction measurement
For these measurements, the sample was heated by the absorption of
optical radiation which had been intensity modulated at 20 cps (bismuth)
or 100 cps (zinc). Constant magnetic fields up to 4800 oe were supplied
by an iron-core magnet which was powered by a Harvey-Wells HS 1050
power supply.
A coherent phase sensitive averaging technique was used to measure
both the voltage induced across the pickup coil (proportional to M/Tar) )
and the output voltage of the differential thermocouple thermometer
(proportional to AT). The oscillating temperature was used as a phase
reference.
The out of phase component of the voltage across the induction coil
was recorded as a function of the magnetic field at temperatures above
the lambda temperature, 2.172 0K, of liquid helium. These relation-
ships were displayed by an X-Y recorder.
In the analysis recourse is not made to the absolute amplitude of
the induction signal and it is thus not necessary to give a detailed
accounting for the magnetic coupling between the crystal and the pickup
coil. The coupling constant and the demagnetizing coefficient are
collected with the actual turns per unit length, n. to give an effective
turns per unit length, n'. If we understand M' to symbolize the measure-
ment of aM/aT, the voltage across the induction coil can be written
(ignoring phase factors),
300) 47rn'wg(M')ATV \ (25)
In this expression W is the angular frequency of the temperature os-
cillation, A T is the amplitude of the temperature swing, (aM/aT)H is'
the temperature slope of the magnetization, V is the volume of the sam-
ple, and 300/c converts from abvolts to volts. All quantities are in
cgs units except V(M') which is in volts. g(M') was the gain used for
the M' measurement.
Inserting the expression (equation V-5) for L T,
am = V ) g(AT) V(M') (26)
T 4wnVI) V(AT)
It is to be noted that:
(1) V(M') is 900 out of phase with respect to the temperature swing and,
(2) it is the ratio V(M')/V(AT) which determines t1IaT and,
(3) the thermoelectric power, c-, enters this expression as an impor-
tant parameter only when comparing a6/aT measurements at different
temperatures.
A detailed discussion of the experimental arrangement and of the
electrical measurement techniques can be found in Chapter V.
2. Sample preparation
The bismuth and zinc crystals used in these measurements were
supplied by Dr. Y. Shapira of the National Magnet Laboratory. The
purities of the crystals were known only indirectly, through their
Dingle factors, X. and these were reported to be of the order of 10 OK
or less.
The'crystal to be studied had a carbon thermometer and a differen-
tial thermocouple thermometer attached to the face opposite that which
was illuminated. The thermometers were shielded from the direct flux
of light. The thermometers were prepared according to the outlines of
Chapter V and Appendix B.
The bismuth crystal was disk shaped with a diameter of 0.35" and a
thickness of 0.08". The alignment of the magnetic field, the specimen
and the measuring coil is shown in Figure #4(a). In Figure #4(a), the
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FIG. I- 4. 4(a):ORIENTATION OF BISMUTH SAMPLE WITH RESPECT
TO (X,Y,Z) COORDINATES.
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broad face of the crystal lies in a plane parallel to the (y-z) plane
and the magnetic field, H, the light flux, Q, and the axis of the
measuring coil lie parallel to the z axis. The thin section of the
crystal is illuminated. The trigonal axis lies in the (x,y) plane
rotated 4 1/20 around the z axis. The three binary axes lie in the
(y',z) plane, of Figure #4(b), and the normal to this plane is the
trigonal axis. One of the binary axes makes an angle of 310 with re-
spect to the -z axis and the others lie in the (y',z) plane 1200 apart.
The location of the trigonal axis was determined by x-ray back-reflec-
tion Laue photograph, and the binary axes were determined by x-ray
back-reflection and the location of one minor cleavage plane.
The zinc crystal was shaped approximately like a rectangular
parallelepiped 0.15" by 0.08" on a side. The magnetic field, H, the
light flux, Q, and the axis of the measuring coil lie along the z axis
in Figure #5. There were two orientations employed in the measurements
on zinc and the first of these, orientation #1, is shown in Figure #5.
For orientation #1 the c axis lies parallel to the z axis in the figure
and one of the a axes lies along the x axis. All three a axes lie
approximately in the (x-y) plane and are separated by angles of 1200.
The c axis was located by cleavage and the location was confirmed by
x-ray back-reflection Laue photographs. The location of the a axes
were estimated from back-reflection Laue photographs and from the lo-
cation of a minor cleavage plane.
Orientation #2 corresponded to a counterclockwise rotation of the
crystal through an angle of 230 around the x axis. By rotating the
crystal in this manner, the angles between the field and the crystal
axes were changed with only minor changes in the coupling between the
crystal and the pickup coil.
E. DATA
The thermal modulation technique has been used for observing flux
exclusion in superconductors, and for observing antiferromagnetic phase
transitions and other generally weak magnetic phenomena. These measure-
ments have all met with various degrees of success, but none can equal
the impact that the observation of the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations
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brings. The oscillations distinguish themselves dramatically from the
magnetic background which is always present in measurements of this
kind. In studying linear magnetic phenomena, this background must be
measured and separated from the experimental signal. On the other hand,
the only requirement of a linear background, when studying oscillatory
phenomena, is that it not be so large as to swamp the oscillation. It
is perhaps one of the outstanding features of the thermal modulation
technique that the background is indeed small and that no unusual meas-
ures need to be taken to observe the small oscillations.
Figure #6 shows the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations in the suscep-
tibility of zinc at 3.02 OK. In this figure the ordinate is propor-
tional to (DM/fT)N4 and the abscissa is proportional to the magnetic
field. The highest field used was 4800 oe and the temperature oscil-
lation amplitude was about 4 moK at 100 cps. This graph corresponds to
orientation #1 for which the field lay along the c axis.
There are several interesting features to be observed in the zinc
measurements and most all can be seen in this graph. First, there is a
large number of complete oscillations discernable and the first meas-
urable oscillation appears at about 1100 oe. For this graph the field
was swept at a rate of approximately 0.5 oe/sec, and almost three hours
were required for this recording. It was found that even more oscil-
lations could be detected when discrete points were taken and plotted
directly against 1/H. Oscillations have been observed as low as 700 oe
for zinc when the data are reduced in this manner. Secondly, one
should note the bending background on which these oscillations are
superimposed. If one traces the center of the oscillations, he finds
that the curve is bending toward the H axis. This non-linear feature
has always been observed for zinc, both for different temperatures and
for different orientations. The measurements on bismuth, however, did
not show this bending and the oscillations were always superimposed on
a background which rose linearly with the magnetic field. The bending
background was definitely a peculiarity of the zinc measurement.
Figure #7 is a recording of 'M/aTversus H for bismuth at 3.23 OK.
For this recording a temperature oscillation amplitude of about 20 moK
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at 20 cps was used. A plot of the center of the oscillations for bis-
muth always gave a straight line as opposed to that for zinc.
Returning to Figure #6 for zinc, one can see the development of
small "knees" on the oscillations as the field is increased. It is be-
lieved that these are primarily harmonics of the fundamental period of
1/H. The knees were not observed at higher temperatures, and they
become increasingly important at low temperatures and high fields where
the argument of hyperbolic function,2 •Tr•T/S H , was small. It is just
in this case that the harmonics are expected to become noticable.
Figure #8 was recorded at 1.37 OK for orientation #1 of zinc. This
shows the knees very clearly.
At the very highest field value used, the curve of Figure #6 is
passing through an augmented minimum which might be thought to be asso-
ciated with the appearance of the "knees". That this is not the case
can be seen in Figure #9 again for zinc, orientation #1. This graph
was recorded at 4.27 OK with a temperature oscillation amplitude of
about 4 m K at 100 cps. At this high temperature the knees are not
apparent, but the drop in the maximum amplitude at the highest field
values is still present.
Figure #10 shows the oscillations again for zinc, but now the
crystal orientation has been changed by rotation through 230 about the
long body axis (see Figure #11-5). This graph was recorded at 2.23 OK
with a temperature oscillation amplitude of about 4 moK at 100 cps. It
is apparent that the knees are still present and are in roughly the
same proportion to the overall oscillation amplitude as before. It can
further be noted, that the phase of the oscillations has changed as now,
for the highest field employed, the curve is just going through a max-
imum. For the first orientation the curve was passing through a min-
imum for the highest fields used. This is in large part due to the
fact that the period of the oscillations has changed with the orienta-
tion.
The curves for bismuth are less spectacular than those for zinc in
that fewer oscillations were observed for given temperature and maximum
field strength. Since the periods for zinc and bismuth were equivalent,
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this would discredit the possibility of damping due to distortion of
the temperature waveform at high amplitudes.
In addition to the many measurements represented by the above
graphs, zinc was also observed, in the early stages of these measure-
ments, with the C axis at right angles to the magnetic field and no
oscillations were observed. This was in accordance with the fact that
the effective mass and the Dingle factor increase with the angle be-
tween the C axis and the magnetic field. The oscillation amplitude is
a minimum at right angles to the C axis.
These measurements reported here on zinc and bismuth are repre-
sentative of the first successful application of the oscillating temp-
erature technique to measurements of SM/aT for the de Haas-van Alphen
effect. The measurements were made within the intervals, 2.12 K(T_4.3 OK
and H_4800 oe for two orientations of zinc and one of bismuth. The
curves will now be compared to the expectations of previous measurements
on zinc and bismuth with the Lifshitz-Kosevich calculation as a guide.
F. ANALYSIS
Let us now recall equation (18) for the oscillatory part of the
free energy. From equation (18) we will construct an expression for
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it is believed that this was in large part due to the inhomogeneity of
the magnetic field. The zinc crystal was thinner, in the direction of
the maximum field gradient, than the bismuth crystal so that field
inhomogeneity would be more important for the bismuth measurements than
for the measurements on zinc. This attenuation of the low field oscil-
lations is quite clearly shown in Figure #11 which was recorded for
bismuth at 4.23 OK. It was not completely understood just why the os-
cillations of this recording were suddenly lost at 2300 oe. This loss
was not a reproducible effect and no connection could be found between
the premature loss of oscillations and the amplitude of the temperature
swing, the frequency of the temperature oscillation, or small displace-
ments of the magnet about the position of centering. Further, it was
determined that the amplitude of the susceptibility oscillations was
proportional to the measured amplitude of the temperature oscillation;
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3M//Tand, using this expression as a guide, we will analyze the data
to obtain the effective mass, m, the period, P, and the Dingle factor,
X for zinc and bismuth along the directions for which the observations
were made.
(10)Taking cos(r7TrM/v,) 1, and adding the Dingle term , equation
(18) can be written
2 r2k
o~ 4 H Cos (2 7•rcAo Tr)
3/2 r / Sin eHh 42R'T HF= bH T) (27)
S r3'/2 Sinh(27r2 rkT/,H)
where we have collected the constants appearing before the summation
of equation (18) to write,
2irkV (eh)3/2- ( .2 (28) Ab 3 C (28)
1. F rs.L approximaULIon LU Llthe general. tJ...-•UL1 LUpression Ior / I
To obtain an expression for aM/;Twe must form the double deriva-
tive,
dM_ 82FdM a F (29)aT - TaH
and in forming this derivative, we are going to ignore the differen-
tiation by H of all terms other than the phase of the cosine in equation
(27). In the usual measurements of the de Haas-van Alphen effect the
amplitude does not vary as rapidly with H as does the phase of the
oscillations; this is contained in the inequalities of equation (22),
27r 27 kT2 >>  kT >>1 . (30)
PH jSH
For 2rrzn1-/•g>>/ , we take the approximation, sinh(2Jl/•pH)=i e)2 r /T#r H
and ignore terms with r> 1 in the summation of equation (27). We fur-
ther ignore the differentiation of the T appearing before the summation
of equation (27).
As a result of these approximations, we can now obtain the expres-
sion,
272 k(T +X)
d - / - H S i n( -) (31)a7T H/ PH
where
8 7r3 bk _p he 7r-
S== k , P ,oand = 2 rry+ . (3)
Once we have obtained values of , of P, and of X by fitting
equation (31) to the data, we will return to check the validity of the
inequalities of equation (30) and to consider the full expression for
aM/ar which would be obtained without the assumptions of equation (30).
From equation (26) we can express MIDaT in terms of the measure-
ments such as are recorded in the graphs of Figures 6 through 11.
aM K a(AT) V(M') _ Kv(M') (33)
aT g(M') V(AT)
where K is a constant and
g(AT) V(M')
v(M')= o . (34)g(M') V(AT)
First, a plot of log(tl_')I versus the temperature should yield
a straight line of slope -2Tzr /Hwhen Iv(M')/H corresponds to the am-
plitude of the oscillations at the field value H which is common to all
points of the graph. From this slope we obtain .9 and from p we obtain
the effective mass. We can express the mass in terms of the free elec-
tron mass, m_, with the relation,
m _1, 1.85XI0 -20  (35)
mo--I = I -20
where fl.Q= /2Trr.c =1.85x10 ergs/oe is the double Bohr magneton
of the free electron.
Now, from the slope of a plot of log(H IVW(M'1 ) versus 1/H we
can obtain 2rr2k X)/P . For this plot, the temperature, T, is common
to all the points and V(M')IT is the amplitude of the oscillations at
the field value H. Using the value of P from the temperature plot,
the Dingle factor, X, can now be obtained from the measurement of
z n'(r+.x k /5 .
It is important to notice the difference between V(M') for the
plot against 1/H and v(M') for the plot versus temperature. For the
magnetic field plot V(M') is the actual amplitude of the oscillations
(measured in volts) for each of the points has the same temperature and
p
temperature oscillation amplitude so that we can write an/aT=constant V(M').
In the temperature plot, however, the temperature oscillation amplitude,
V(T)/ýrg(Ar) , is not necessarily the same for all the points and for
this case we must write aM/aT=constant v(M').
Now,- at the maxima and the minima of the trignometric function,
sin(2Ti/PU- ), the phase takes the values (2m-1) 7/2 where m is an inte-
ger. Thus, a plot of the I/H values corresponding to the maxima and the
minima of the oscillations versus the successive half integers yields a
straight line of slope P and of intercept ( -I/i)P. From the intercept
we can estimate the phase constant r.
2. Evaluation of the period, the effective mass, and the Dingle
factor
Figure #12 shows a plot of the 1/H values at the maxima (x) and
the minima (o) versus successive half integers for orientations #1 and
#2 for zinc and for bismuth. The temperatures at which the points were
taken are indicated in the figure. It is seen that the points of these
plots lie along straight lines, confirming that the measurements are
indeed periodic in 1/H, and justifying the assumption that only the
trignometric term need be differentiated with respect to H. Had the
field dependence of the amplitude been important, a cosine would have
appeared in addition to the sine term in equation (31) for M/IT.
This would have introduced a field dependent phase,ý(H)J,•-[oC(1--÷14
so that the plot would not have yielded a straight line. For these and
similar graphs the period has been measured from the slope and estimates
of the phase constant have been determined from the intercept. The
results of these measurements are presented with the average values of
the intercepts, in Table #2.
Table II-2. Phase measurements for zinc and bismuth
5 -1
Element Period x 105 oe 1  (radians)
zinc #1 7.34+1% 0 1/8
zinc #2 5.75+1/2% 3/2 7/8
bismuth 7.12+2% 1/2 3/8
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For zinc, the absolute magnitude of the period for orientation #1
is between 5% to 14% higher than previous measurements. The value
7.34x10-5+ % obtained in these measurements can be compared with 6.3x10-5
(Joseph and Gordon(11)), 6.49x10-5 (Dhillon and Shoenberg(1 2 ) ), 6.88xl0 "5
(MacKinnon (13)), 6.32 to 6.8xl0- 5 (Sydoriak and Robinson(14)), and
6.4x10 -5 (Berlincourt and Steele(15)). This discrepancy could be ac-
counted for by a systematic error in the absolute calibration of the
Rawson Gaussmeter. The error brackets shown in Table 11-2 are spreads
in the individual period measurements. Spreads equivalent to these were
expected from the reproducibility of measurements with the Hall probe.
For bismuth, the measured period falls within the range of values
listed in (5) and a 10% increase or decrease would not take the value
outside the interval shown in (5). Dhillon and Shoenberg(12 )measured
-5 -17.8x10 oe for the long period of bismuth.
The values of the intercepts determine the value of 4 which in
turn specifies the phase constant, •,3 appearing in the argument of the
cosine function in the expression for the free energy (0< r<1). The
values shown were gotten by assuming that the extreme area involved in
the period determination was a minimum. This assumption is made here
solely for the sake of definiteness. For a quadratic dispersion law
(E=E(pxP ypz)) 7' =1/2 and this might be expected to hold for metals
having few conduction electrons near the bottom of the band. Other-
wise, ' can depart from 1/2. The 0 and 7" values shown in the table
are not to be taken too seriously as the intercept is determined from
a curve in which the extrapolation is considerable. Almost an order
of magnitude increase in the maximum field used would be required to
extend, the points (x, or o) to within a phase change of 27T of the
origin of coordinates. Field strengths of the order of 50 koe would
serve to make the extrapolation a meaningful measurement.
Figure #13 is a plot of the logarithm of v(M')/T versus the
temperature for bismuth. For this graph the common magnetic field
value, H, for the points is 3880± 2% oe. This value of the field strength
was chosen as it was felt that low field values might involve difficul-
ties with field inhomogeneities across the volume of the sample; this
could lead to low envelope amplitudes on the low magnetic field side.
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As we have seen, field inhomogeneities of only a few % can cause this
severe attenuation at low fields. The long dimension of the bismuth
crystal lay along the line joining the magnet pole faces and this was
the direction in which the field gradient was the greatest. Zinc, on
the other hand, had its short dimension in this direction. ,Field in-
homogeneities of the order of 3% for bismuth and 1% for zinc were to be
expected from the measurements made of the field profile between the
pole faces.
A choice of large H values for the plot of Figure #13 can violate
the assumption, r7T/, >>il. The 3880 oe chosen represents a compro-
mise between the requirements of this inequality and the necessity of
high fields where inhomogeneity is less important.
The common field value, 3880 oe, corresponds to the location of
the minimum in Figure #11 which is marked by an arrow. For each of the
graphs, similar to #11 but corresponding to the different temperature
points of Figure #13, this minimum was located and the field value was
reckoned. 3880 oe was the average of these values and t2% was the
spread in the values so obtained.
Through the error bars of graph #13 can be passed the line of slope,
2ir2k 32-w-2 =.31X10 ± 18% oe/*K. (36)
The very large range, ±18%, for 1/,S values was due in part to the
accumulative errors in the v(M') measurements and to errors in the deter-
mination of the thermopower, T , but, mostly the large bracket was due
to the small range of T values. The measurements were terminated at
the lambda point,• T , on the low T side because the temperature oscil-
lation of the crystal could not be measured below that temperature. At
TX, the thermal properties of the liquid change discontinuously so
that below TX , thermal waves (second sound) can be propogated through
the liquid. When these waves are present, neither the phase nor the
amplitude of the temperature oscillation measured with the differential
thermometer was a proper indication of the temperature oscillation of
the crystal.
Since the crystal temperature could be made to oscillate, at tem-
peratures below TX , it was still possible to observe the de Haas-van
Alphen oscillations at these temperatures; it was only the oscillating
crystal temperature which could not be measured.
On the high T side, these measurements were limited by the imprac-
ticability of working above the normal boiling point, 4.2 0K, of liquid
helium.
From the measured 1/# value we construct the elements of Table #3.
The column headed "comparison" lists values appearing in the references.
Table II-3. Effective mass and degeneracy energy for bismuth
Experiment Comparison
zr'k/p =1.3x10 3  18% oe/oK
/S./P =8.9x10 3±18% 2.4x10 - -- 5x0-2 (5)
-18 -18
# =2.lxl10 18%ergs/oe 2.2x10 (12)
/1/P =E =kT d=2.9x104 +20%ergs 2.8x10 4 (5), 2.83x10-14 (12)
Figure #14 is a graph of H3/ 2V(M') versus 1/H for bismuth at
3.23 OK. From a straight line approximation we are to determine the
Dingle factor, X, and we are going to use the low H end of the curve
for this purpose. For the low H measurements the approximations of
equation (30) are better than for the measurements at the high H end
of the curve. Further, if field inhomogeneity had been important for
the low H measurements, a straight line would not have been expected at
this end of the curve.
The error bars associated with the calculated slope,
2 k(T+X) = 1.34  X7 % oe. (37)6 ,
are smaller here because fewer errors are involved in the measurement
and the range of the independent variable is greater. Only errors in
V(M') and H are involved. To this extent, the ratio X/B is known much
better than either of its elements taken alone. From the slope of the
low H end of the curve and from the previously obtained value of 2rr 2/
one obtains, X=7±25% OK.
Had the high H points of Figure #14 been used, a lower value of X
would have been obtained. Either of these values would be consistent
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Figures #15 and #16 are plots of the logarithm of v(M')/T versus T
and of the logarithm of H3/2V(M') versus 10 1/H respectively for zinc,
orientation #1. The elements of Table #4 were obtained from these
graphs, and the entries in the right-hand column are comparison values
taken from the references.
Table 11-4. Effective mass, degeneracy energy, and Dingle
factor for zinc. Orientation #1.
Experiment Comparison
2rrk/p=1.3x03 ±15% oe/oK
,9/p. =8.7xl0-3 l5% .01 (11)
-3 -3
5.7x10 to 8.2x10 (5)
#=2.1xl0-18-15% ergs/oe 2.71x10 8 (12)
-18
2.75x10 (13)
2.6x10 1 8 (15)
a -14 -14
=3xl0 -416% ergs 4.18x10 (12)
S4.lxlO- 14 (15)
-14
4.0x10 (16)
X=6-22% oK
Similar measurements were made for orientation #2 for zinc to
ascertain that a change in the crystal orientation would be reflected
in measurements of the period, the effective mass, and the Dingle
factor. The values listed in Table #5 are intended only to show that
exploratory measurements do find changes as might be expected from the
results of Joseph and Gordon (11).
Table 11-5. Effective mass, degeneracy energy, period,
and Dingle factor for zinc. Orientation 2
2-zf/f =1.7xl0 3 oe/ K
m/m =0.01
E = -/P=3x0 -1 4 ergs
P=5.8xl0-5 G-1
X=8.8 oK
ZINC
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2284 oe
2-rr2 k// = 1.34 + 15 % (koe/OK)
T (OK)
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3. General expression for(iM/I7T),
Now we can see from our measurements of P and P for the two metals
that the approximations of equation (22) are not quite true. We are in
the awkward region where 27I/P1lzlrr//c1Li/but where the condition of being
much greater than one is not met by 2iar/K H . In fact, we can typify
these measurements by the following intervals:
2< 2 2 k< 1 3 (38)
18 <.. 27 90PH
We can recall, however, that the only pronounced departure from the
expected behavior was in the plot of log(H3/2V(M')) versus 1/H for
bismuth and that could possibly have been explained by the effects of
field inhomogeneity. We can also recall the excellent straight line
plots from which we determined the periods. These plots indicate that
the next approximation to AM/3T will involve the addition to equation
(31) of terms arising from the temperature differentiation only.
Equation (39) is an expression for 3M/aTobtained by straight
forward differentiation of the free energy where all terms have been
kept.
aM. 8r3kb T 2+ Csch(e)Ctnh(8) Sin( +9) )-a
aT P P H3/2_ r 3/2 2
r=
The elements of this equation are defined as follows:
a- r 27r2 kX q= r Tr 2 2r
SH ' SH PH
- 8-tanh8
e (40)
- [(a+ ')( -tnh) +2 - 8Sech(8)Csch(6)( I + Cosh2 8))
= Tan 
-)
For the purpose of comparison, the qualitative behaviors of A, B,
and C are sketched in Figure #17 for finite temperatures, T ( X. In
the limit p>>a>7/, for which A-l, B<<I, •(( , we recover equation (31)
from equation (39).
AIe
82
8
TrX- <<I,'r(X-T) 
<<T 
Td
Fig. 11-17. Qualitative behavior of coefficients A, B, and ( from
exact expression for aM/aT.
As we see from the above sketch, ý should be small for metals for
which X/Td T/Td<<l. This is true for both bismuth and zinc where
T/Td  1/30.d
Recalling that the period did not vary with the field, (Figure #12),
we are justified in taking <<1I for which B<<I. Further, for 8>2,
-e
the departure of (1/2)csche ctnh8 from e is always less than about
6%. Thus, as the next approximation to dM/dT we have,
2 T kT r I 2 rk(T+X)
S-- " kT  H- T PH H Sin( -) (41)
Now we see that in this approximation, there is a depression of the
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amplitude of the oscillations at high fields which is qualitatively
consistent with Figure #14 for bismuth. Further, the procedure for
determining S and X is now more involved. An iterative procedure would
have to be developed whereby the R determined from equation (31), () ,
would serve as a first approximation in the analysis of equation (41).
The new B would be determined by a plot of logt1_ 4
versus the temperature.
This refinement has not been developed here as the nature of the
data did not justify the analysis. Further, as we have seen, it is not
necessary to develop a complicated and a detailed analysis to illus-
trate the success of the application of the oscillating temperature
technique for measurements of the de Haas-van Alphen effect. Refine-
ments of the analysis can properly come with future measurements.
4. Eddy currents
Let us conclude this discussion with an observation on the role of
eddy currents in these measurements. In the bismuth measurements, the
induction signal was substantially 900 out of phase with respect to the
temperature swing, while the measurements on zinc showed a small in
phase component in which the bending and not the oscillations was the
predominant feature. In the measurements on zinc, the in phase com-
ponent was never greater than about 15% of the out of phase component.
The surface impedance comes to mind as a possible source of the in and
out of phase components. There are sure to be eddy currents associated
with moving the flux in and out of the metal and these will go inversely
with the surface impedance to first approximation. One can estimate
the effects of eddy currents in the following way.
Let a projected area A of the material of magnetization M, inter-
cept the magnetic field, B.
L~ I CM
H -' /4 CM
W" 1/ 10 CM
Fig. 11-18. Crystal dimensions for eddy current approximation.
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rIf M' is the partial derivative with respect to the time of the
effective magnetization produced by the eddy current, i, then, in
Gaussian units, the voltage per turn, V, is given by
C C 2cZL2
where
' V (43)
cW cW (Z2L/W)
and
V - (4TrA/c)M (44)
4rA
I+jCj -2c ZL
In Gaussian units the surface -impedance, Z, is given by,
Z =1 . (45)
For bismuth, a-- 107 MHO/M at room temperature. With 'c(40 K)/O-(30 0 0K) - "
10, andw =27T20 rad/sec, one obtains,
4'rwA 3Xl2 (46)
c2Z 2L
This is consistent with the small in phase component observed for bis-
muth. For zinc, however,o<r80xl07 MHO/M at room temperature so that
the correction term is larger than for bismuth; with the above O" and
WS=27T100 rad/sec one estimates a 50% correction.
It appears that the eddy current correction is sufficient to
explain the in phase component observed in zinc. However, the effect
of eddy currents is to reduce the amplitude of the oscillations and
this is not the same as causing the bending background. The bending
background remains as an interesting observation which deserves further
study.
G. CONCLUSIONS
It has been seen that the thermal oscillation technique is capable
of detecting the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations occuring in metals at
low temperatures, and that reasonable measurements are made of the
effective mass, the Dingle factor, the periods and phase constants
when the data are analyzed in the conventional manner. The limitations
of this present experimental arrangement are not fundamental and can
in principle all be removed. Field inhomogeneities can be reduced and
the field interval increased by proper choice of magnets; the tempera-
ture interval can be extended in both directions. The upper limit to
the operating temperature is probably somewhere around 10 to 15 K and
is determined by the drop in the thermal diffusivity at high temperatures.
This is, for this technique, a fundamental limit. The low side can be
extended to 1 OK by changing the scheme for cooling the crystal, for
cooling by direct contact with the liquid is a convenience and not a
necessity. For example, the crystal could be housed within a vacuum
can and cooled by the bath through metallic legs. The fundamental limit
on the low side, at present, is determined by the low temperature sen-
sitivity of the thermometer. The gold-iron alloy is the most convenient
thermoelement known to date, and it is useful to around 1 OK. Below
that temperature, the thermopower is becoming small and the technique
A i-p f A T _/ 0Om0 Tf -- n tn In i o i-am -
on phase shifts and temperature measurements, carbon thermometers would
be more than adequate and one could easily work well below 1oK.
The temperature oscillation technique has advantages which distin-
guish it from other methods for making de Haas-van Alphen measurements.
When comparing the induction measurement employing oscillating tempera-
tures with the equivalent measurement utilizing oscillating fields, one
sees a considerable practical gain in the thermal modulation scheme.
With field oscillations, all the flux within the pickup coil is oscil-
lating in the time whereas in the thermal oscillation measurement, only
the flux threading the magnetic materials lying within a thermal wave-
length of the crystal is oscillating. Accordingly, the background is
much less in the oscillating temperature measurement, and there is no
need to "buck out" the background in order to be able to see the rela-
tively weak de Haas-van Alphen oscillations. All recordings shown in
·T I~ r LVLLL L~- \Ilt~ W~IC; LIJ LC-IUI~ LII~- I~UCLIL~ILL~~ILi)
this thesis were taken directly and no "bucking" signals were used. A
bucking signal linear in the magnetic field was used, however, on the
extremely low magnetic field side of the curves. This compensation was
undertaken to see if the increased gain, which could be used when the
background was removed, would uncover additional periods unseen before.
When a background larger than the amplitude of the oscillations is pre-
sent, the background can overdrive the phase-detector and forbid the
use of increased gain even though the signal to noise may be high.
With this compensation of the background, it was usually found that
zinc would admit of a few more periods on the low field side whereas
the bismuth measurement remained unchanged. If one were to cool the
crystal in a manner which kept the oscillating heat flow from reaching
the coilform and the copper wire of the pickup coil, the background
would be greatly reduced. In the measurements of this investigation it
was the liquid which thermally coupled the crystal and coilform, so that
a development of the vacuum can housing, already mentioned, could remove
this coupling.
A direct comparison can be made between sensitivities in the in-
duction measurements employing temperature and field oscillations.
Let us assume the measurements made on the same sample with a common
detector. Then,
V K2 tkT IMI AT (47)PH 
is the magnitude of the voltage across the induction coil for the oscil-
lating temperature measurement and
VH K IMI AH (48)
PH H
is the magnitude of the voltage for the field oscillation measurement.
In these expressions, K is a constant. Now, the ratio IVTI/IVHI is
approximately given by
1VT1  T /AT/T
where kTd  /P and Td  100-200 OK. For T/T AH/Honeseesthat(49)
where kTd R/P and Td - 100-200 0K. For AT/T - A.H/H, one sees that
wThe most straightforward example of the sensitivity of the meas-
urement is afforded by the conventional torque measurement of the trans-
A
verse susceptibility. The torque,• - , acting upon a sample suspended
in a magnetic field is measured and yields the transverse susceptibil-
ity, X
-" = zxH
(50)
I1= vx H =vMiH
where v is the volume and /L the magnetic moment.
Now,. if the torque measurements were extended to include an oscil-
lating temperature, the full torque would include time oscillating com-
ponents and would be given by,
I VMH[I 2 kT(T wt + ... ] (51)
The ratio of the component at w radians per second to the steady
component would be(2rrtkTl/p r and with IT/T 1 0-1 this is a number of
the order of i so that with no substantial increase in sensitivity the
oscillating component can be measured also.
The effect of the temperature derivative, in measurements of the
de Haas-van Alphen effect, is to multiply the magnetization by 21rV/gH,
so that direct measurements of the effective mass should, in principle,
be possible. In the-torque measurement, the ratio of the oscillating
component to the steady component would directly yield the effective
mass whereas, in the induction measurement one would have to know the
S"coupling" between the magnetic moment of the crystal and the pickup
coil in order to obtain measurements of 1/0 from the absolute amplitude
of the oscillations. As we saw, the logarithmic plots avoided this
requirement and yielded effective masses from measurements of the
relative amplitudes. However, these plots suffer from the disadvantages
the field oscillation scheme is the more sensitive by about an order of
magnitude. Since inherent noise sources should be common in these two
measurements, the oscillating temperature technique holds the edge on
the practical side, however, in that the measurement can be made direct-
ly without "bucking" signals.
of admitting large error bars and of requiring iteration in the final
analysis. One could probably guess the coupling constants and equal
the log plot measurements in terms of reliability.
Now, with the temperature derivative as an effective tool, there
are other methods of obtaining the effective mass which can be proposed.
None of these methods requires a knowledge of the "coupling" constant,
and with each of the methods to be proposed it is possible, at least
in principle, to obtain all the measurables, effective mass, Dingle
factor, period, and phase constant. from a single graph at a single
temperature. The uncertainties associated with changing the temperature
could thus be removed and the reliability of the measurement increased.
The temperature dependence of the thermopower of the thermocouple is a
large source of error which could be removed. Further, one could make
the measurement at high temperatures and low fields where the approxi-
mations of equation (22) are good and there the measurements of the
parameters would be straightforward. Then the region 8 < 1 could be
explored and the harmonics of the period in 1/H which are present in
this region could be studied in a situation where the parameters were
already known.
In either the torque measurement or the induction detection scheme
where the temperature is oscillated, one can take advantage of the non-
linear dependence of the magnetization upon the temperature to affect
the direct measurements of the effective masses. If the magnetization
is expanded as a function of the temperature about To, then,
2  2
M(T)= M(To) M (T-T.)+- 2--- (T-T) +.- (52)
and if T-T = A Te , then,
aT TO 2 7 2 'T0
It is seen that harmonics of the fundamental temperature oscil-
lation frequency will appear in the magnetization and the amplitudes of
the harmonics are determined by the successive temperature derivatives
of the magnetization If one 
now measures the component of 
the induced
voltage at the first harmonic of the fundamental temperature oscillation
frequency, or the first harmonic component of the torque, and compares
this with the component at the fundamental frequency, then the coupling
constant would cancel in the ratio and one is left with ratios of the
successive temperature derivatives of the magnetization. For example,
V(2 ) a 2M/d T\ 27r2kT AT
= -- = (54)V(w) - k MadT Ar H T
in the approximation that 27r2 kT/IH >> 1. This method of measuring
the effective mass is well suited to an ac measurement using a phase-
sensitive detector for the harmonic is coherent with the fundamental.
The observation of these harmonics was not possible in this inves-
tigation for the rotating chopper wheel itself produced large harmonic
components in the temperature swing and the effects of non-linearity in
the magnetization could not be seen. With the chopper wheel, the
light intensity is either on or off and if the on and the off times are
not rigorously equal, higher harmonics can be present in the output
intensity. Further, reflected light which "leaks" around the baffle
in the off portion of the cycle can also appear as harmonics in the
output intensity. These difficulties obviated the use of this chopping
technique for making the effective mass measurements. A more effective
and "cleaner" method of modulating the light intensity is available
with the use or polarizers. The intensity or light which has passed
through a polarizer, whose plane of polarization is rotating at the
angular frequency w radians per second, will be varying as sin(2 Wt)
upon passing through a second stationary polarizer. This method of
modulation gives a strictly sinusoidal variation of intensity and
should be free of harmonics. Further developments of the thermal
modulation technique will encompass this modification.
These suggestions do not exhaust the possibilities for obtaining
the effective mass directly, for one can consider going somewhat beyond
the temperature oscillation scheme and including field oscillation
measurements also. If dM/dT and aM/dH were each measured in turn at
the same operating point without removal of the sample from the coil,
then the unknown coupling constant would again cancel in the ratio of
voltages and one would have,
IVT, TrkP ATIVHI ýB A H (55)IVHI- AN
This would avoid the difficulty of removing the harmonics from the
temperature oscillations but would bring with it the necessity of taking
the additional precautions to remove the large background signal. An
attempt at measuring dM/dH was made but was not continued, for it was
found that bucking signals introduced at the input to the preamplifier
were inadequate for coping with the background. The magnitude and the
phase of the picked-up- background varied with the dc field level, and
the nulling signal derived from the ac field alone could not handle
this H dependence. This difficulty is common to dM/dH measurements
and is thought to be due in part to the magnetoresistance of the sample
and other magnetic materials within the field of the pickup coil.
The data and the analysis of sections E. and F. have served well
to indicate the success achieved in this first application of the oscil-
lating temperature technique to measurements of the de Haas-van Alphen
effect. It is hoped that future developments of this technique will
realize the potential discussed in this section, for this would then
represent a powerful method for obtaining effective masses which could
be used in both high and low magnetic field measurements.
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III. MEASUREMENT OF (aX/adT AT THE ANTIFERROMAGNETIC PHASE TRANSITION
A. SUMMARY
Relative measurements of (dX/aT)H at the antiferromagnetic phase
transition of CuCl2H 2H20 are presented. The measurements are of an
exploratory nature and are confined to observations of the location
and the shape of the transition in aX/dT. Because of a non-repro-
ducible background, absolute measurements of WX/dT could not be made.
Constant magnetic fields less than 5000 oe were employed. The
specimen was heated by 20 cps modulated optical radiation which was
continuously absorbed throughout the specimen volume. The oscillating
temperature was estimated with a carbon thermometer and a coherent
phase sensitive averaging technique was used to measure the voltage
(proportional to dX/cT ) induced across a pickup coil wound around
the sample. The measurements were made in the temperature interval,
3.5 0K 5 T 5 4.5 OK.
This investigation was undertaken in the hope of observing a
lambda shape in the measurement of aX/dT at the antiferromagnetic
phase transition. This shape wasto have been expected from Fisher's
relation(CM A ad/dT(TX,,) ) between the magnetic heat capacity, CM, and
the temperature slope of the "parallel" susceptibility, X,,. The mag-
netic heat capacity of hydrated cupric chloride is known to exhibit a
lambda anomaly at the Neel temperature.
The dX/dT observations are consistent with the susceptibility
measurements of van der Marel et al. A finite discontinuity in dX/dT
(rather than a lambda shape) was observed to occur at a temperature,
TN = 4.33t.02 OK. To within the experimental uncertainty, TN is equal
to the calorimetric transition temperature as measured by Friedberg.
The measurements were made on three orthogonal cuts from a single
crystal. An x-ray analysis indicated that the samples were imperfect
and that they were twinned. For these crystals the transition tem-
peratures, widths, and shapes were the same and were uninfluenced by
fields between 200 and 4800 oe.
1system. We wi consider direct measurements o t e .temperature e-
rivative of the magnetic susceptibility, dX/dT, for a system which is
un 
c
state. Measurements of X and OX/dT are very much to the point in the
antiferromagnetic transition for the susceptibility and its temperature
slope are two of the most distinguishing characteristics of the anti-
ferromagnetic state.
M. E. Fisher(1)has given a general relation valid near the anti-
ferromagnetic transition which connects the temperature derivative of
the susceptibility and the magnetic heat capacity, CM,
CM-- Aa(TXI) (1)
in whicn A is a slowly varying zunction ot cne temperature ana A 1s
the magnetic susceptibility along a "preferred" direction in the crystal
lattice. For the moment it is sufficient to note that this relation
suggests that any anomalous behavior in the heat capacity will be re-
flected in measurements of dX/IT . Thus, direct measurements of
dX/dTý can yield very interesting results which have not. hitherto
been directly obtainable and which could, with proper development,
serve to test the general relation due to Fisher.
The measurements to be presented here are of an exploratory nature
and will be confined to observations of the shape of the transition of
dX/aT for CuCl2* 2H20 which has a Neel temperature conveniently located
in the 4 OK range. More thorough discussions of background material,
including van Vleck's phenomenological theory of antiferromagnetism,
B. INTRODUCTION
As we have seen, the method of thermal modulation of the magnetic
flux is well suited to measurements on metals at low temperatures. With-
in this class one not only has the requisite high thermal diffusivity
but finds, also, many different and interesting problems to which the
technique can be applied. On the other hand, however, the technique is
not limited to measurements on metals and in this section we are going
to consider, briefly, measurements which were made on a non-metallic
llT f~1 h,,~, d~,e ,,.U,,, , l, CmruCr-rf
c r v
can be found in the review articles of Lidiard (2 ) , Nagamiya et al.,
(4)
and van Kranendonk and van Vleck . A derivation and discussion of
Heisenberg's vector model of the antiferromagnetic (ferromagnetic)
(5)interaction is given by van Vleck.
Let us begin by considering the temperature dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility, X-M/H,where M is the magnetization (magnetic
moment per unit volume) for a substance which undergoes an antiferro-
magnetic transition at the temperature, T _ as shown ide'alized in
Figure #. ( 6 )
-T 0 T TC c
Fig. II1-i. Temperature dependence of the susceptibility
of an antiferromagnetic system.
Well above the transition temperature, Tc, the susceptibility, X
obeys the Curie-Weiss law,
X= C (2)
T+ T
where C is the Curie constant and T is called the paramagnetic trans-
ition temperature. Well below T the susceptibility is described by
two branches, X,,for measurements parallel to a preferred axis in the
crystal and, XI for measurements transverse to this direction. The
three branches meet in the transition region where we can see, very
close to the transition, that X,, and X have qualitatively similar
temperature dependences.
We can develop a model of the antiferromagnetic state by borrowing
from Heisenberg's theory of ferromagnetism. Heisenberg first pointed
out that the exchange energy occuring in the Heitler-London treatment
of molecular binding could provide the mechanism for alignment of the
electron spins in ferromagnetism. It was known that the magnetic fields
produced by the atomic dipoles were too weak to account for the high
transition temperatures characteristic of ferromagnetism and Heisen-
berg's suggestion overcame this difficulty in that exchange energies
l t t tiC.l ii .+-4 4 . 4L nJ. f-L 1 1i. 1 or +i . -M fh h l t aL tn eti .
' L .C •,., IJ. . L LL L . 4. LIL• LLLI.L, L. CA . J. A.L L L IJ..• L C• I L
energies associated with the dipole fields. Through the Heisenberg
antisymmetry principle, the electrostatic energy of a system of atoms
whose electron clouds overlap is greatly influenced by the degree of
alignment of the electron spins. In fact, for the case of two one-
electron atoms, the electrostatic energy difference between the singlet
(oppositely aligned spins) and the triplet (aligned spins) states is
approximately given by twice the exchange integral, J12 "(7 ) Heisenberg
succeeded in rephrasing the energy difference between the singlet and
the triplet states in terms of the exchange integral and the spins,
A A
SL and S2, of the electrons and from this he separated an interaction
energy,
A
V 2 =-J2 SS 2  (3)
which had the appearance of a strong coupling between the spins. His
observation was that a positive exchange integral would lead to ferro-
magnetism for then, the state of minimum energy is the one in which the
spins are aligned.
Now, when the exchange integral is negative, the stable state in
zero external magnetic field is the singlet, where S1 S 2=0. This state,
of total spin zero, is our antiferromagnetic state. A simple two
dimensional model of an antiferromagnet is shown in Figure #2 where
the spins are arranged on two sub-lattices. All the spins-on one lat-
tice may be denoted by S and all spins on the other are -S. In this
simple model, all nearest neighbors of one spin site are oppositely
directed spins of the other lattice.
Fig. 111-2. Two dimensional model of alignment of spins in
antiferromagnetic state.
It is precisely a two-sublattice model of this type, with nearest
neighbor antiferromagnetic interactions only, that has been used in
deriving Fisher's relation (equation #(l)).
As a somewhat more realistic example, in Figure #3 we show the
spin arrangement and the locations of the copper and the oxygen atoms
in the unit cell of CuC 2 2H20. In this case, all the spins in one a-b
plane are aligned and are oppositely directed to those in the planes
above and below. It appears likely that both ferromagnetic and anti-
ferromagnetic interactions are involved in this spin arrangement.
To incorporate the parallel and the transverse susceptibilities
into the picture of the antiferromagnetic state we must go beyond the
isotropic Heisenberg model and postulate that the intrinsic anisotropy
of the lattice is responsible for these preferred directions. In the
example of CuC12 2H 2 0, the direction of "easy" alignment is along the
a axis.
Transverse and parallel susceptibilities can be calculated in the
phenomenological theory of antiferromagnetism as developed by van
Vleck. (8) Away from the transition region, these susceptibilities
Fig. 111-3. The unit cell of CuC1i 2H20. Only copper
atoms and oxygen atoms are shown. The
lattice constants are: a=7.38, b=8.04,
and c=3.72 A.
agree qualitatively with those shown in Figure #1. However, there is
no anisotropy in van Vleck's theory and the calculations of X11 and X h
are made for H parallel and transverse to the magnetization, respective-
ly, under the assumption that the magnetization automatically lies along
the preferred direction.
We can introduce the idea of crystalline anisotropy by supposing
that magnetization transverse to the preferred direction, defined with
respect to the crystal axes, encounters an anisotropy energy. K > 0, in
SL 2
addition to the usual energy of magnetization, --.XH . For an anti-
ferromagnetic substance, where X >X 11, this has the unusual consequence
that when the field parallel to the preferred direction exceeds the
value
2K (4)
H c Xt - Xi
the magnetization vectors of the sublattices "flop" over transverse to
the preferred direction. This condition is illustrated in Figure #4
where we see that the preferred state of an antiferromagnetic system
with no anisotropy, K=0 (Heisenberg and van Vleck theories), would
always correspond to the direction of magnetization lying orthogonal to
H. The critical field, H , is usually of the order of 10 oe corres-
5ponding to KL10 ergs/cm . This "flopping" has been observed in
CuC1 2" 2H20 by Gorter et al., where they found Hc- 6000 oe.
K H
11 TO H
Fig. 111-4. Magnetic field dependence of the free energy of an
antiferromagnetic system with anisotropy energy, K.
We shall draw upon one other distinguishing property of the anti-
ferromagnetic phase transition and this is the nature of the singularity
in the magnetic heat capacity, CM. The heat capacity of CuC12 2H 20 is
shown in Figure #5. (10) We note the lambda type anomaly at the tran-
sition in zero magnetic field. We know that the heat capacity can be
rounded and that the height of the peak can be diminished due to in-
homogeneities in the sample (imperfections and strain). However, if
the transition is characterized by a lambda anomaly in the heat capacity,
it seems reasonable to assume this characteristic to be distinguishable
from other heat capacity anomalies, e.g. the discontinuity in the heat
capacity at second order phase transition, even when a considerable in-
homogeneity is expected.
Let us now return to equation (I) and outline the conditions under
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Fig. 111-5. Heat capacity of CuCI2*2H 20 .
which it has been obtained. Fisher derived (1) for a "simple" three-
dimensional antiferromagnetic spin arrangement (a two-sublattice model)
where only the nearest neighbor spins, Sl and S2' of which there are q,
interact via a generalized Heisenberg exchange operator,
V =,JISS +(-a)lJI[SXS2+ YS Y(5)
12 1 2 (5)
IJ I is the magnitude of the exchange integral, which is now negative,
and the "effective" anisotropy is measured by a , 05a a 1.
Fisher shows that the susceptibility at temperature T in zero
magnetic field is given in terms of the correlations, Wi(T) , between
the spin, So, at the origin and each of the spins, Si., at the other
lattice sites,
CT( j (T) . ( 6 )
He argues that, for an antiferromagnetic system near the transition
temperature, only short range, nearest neighbor. correlations make non-
vanishing contributions to the susceptibility. Correspondingly, the
assumption of nearest neighbor interactions allows him to express the
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magnetic energy, in zero magnetic field. in terms of the nearest neigh-
bor spin correlations only. In this manner, he shows the relationship
between the magnetic heat capacity and the temperature derivative of the
susceptibility near the transition temperature. This may be expressed,
CM(T)= 3qklJIf(T)(I-a) (TX (7)(g LB ) a-T 11
BBT
where k is Boltzmann's constant, g is the gyromagnetic ratio (g=2 for
-20
electron spin), ALB is the Bohr magneton=0.927x10 ergs/oe, and f(T)
is a slowly varying function of temperature of magnitude ~ 1. If N is
(1)
the number of spins, we can use
kTc qlJJS(S+I) (8)
and
SN(9g1B) S(S+ I)( X T) TC 3 (9)
to put equation (7) into the more familiar form,
CM(T)= 2N kf(T) (I ) [T X (10)
when 8- T/TC O
Even though Fisher made his calculations specifically for X II
he notes that near the transition, his arguments go through also forX 1
and require only minor changes in the function f(T). We are thus led to
expect that, in the vicinity of the transition, measurements of dXII/dT
and dXi/8T should show similarity to one another and to the heat ca-
pacity, CM'
C. SAMPLES
Measurements have been made on three different orientations of hy-
drated cupric chloride. Three orthogonal cuts were taken from a crystal
supplied by Dr. S. Foner of the National Magnet Laboratory. The purities
and the general conditions of the crystals were unknown except that an
x-ray back-reflection Laue photograph on orientation #1 for cupric
chloride indicated that the crystal was twinned. It can be presumed
that the other cupric chloride samples were also twinned for they were
all taken from the same crystal.
The cuts and the magnetic field orientations for each cupric chloride
specimen are shown in Figure #6.
2
Fig. 111-6. Orientations of cupric chloride crystals
Each of the three cuts was about 0.05 in. thick; the face dimensions
of each are given in the table below. The sample volumes were always
-3less than about 30x10 cc.
Table III-1. Face dimensions of CuCli 2H20 crystals cut as shown
in Figure #2.
Orientation
#1
#2
#3
Dimensions
0.375 in. x0.075 in.
0.160 in. x0.175 in.
0.225 in. x0.135 in.
The crystal to be studied had one side painted with a thin opaque
layer of black ink. The crystal was then covered with a transparent
layer of varnish and was lightly glued to a bakelite tray.for insertion
into the coilform. The method of housing the sample and the optical
heating technique are described in Chapter V and will not be repeated
here.
For these measurements, the side of the crystal which was not
blackened was the side exposed to the light flux. That portion of the
beam which was not absorbed upon passing through the crystal was ab-
sorbed at the opaque layer on the far side of the crystal. This method
of exposure to the light was chosen to give a continuous development of
heat throughout the volume of the sample.
No thermocouple was employed for these measurements and the carbon
thermometer used for the average temperature measurements was also used
for temperature oscillation amplitude estimates. Typical temperature
oscillation amplitudes employed were around 10 moK at 20 cps. CuCl 2 #3
did not have a carbon thermometer attached. For this crystal the tem-
perature was estimated from the vapor pressure of the liquid. Errors
in the temperature so measured are expected to.be of the order of the
temperature oscillation amplitude and are thus around t 10 mil. deg.
D. DATA
Figure #7 is typical of the measurements of dX/dTand shows the
temperature dependence of the voltage induced across the pickup coil
for orientation #1 of CuC1 2* 2H20. This graph was recorded with no fil-
tering on the output of the phase detector. The ordinate was the sum
of a background signal and the contribution from the antiferromagnetic
sample. The y axis zero lay off the graph and the change in the signal
-6
upon going through the transition was about 10-6 v rms and was of the
order of the background level. The signal level in the antiferromag-
netic state dropped by about 10% of the change across the transition
as the temperature was lowered from the transition, TN ' 4 . 3 3±.0 2 OK,
to 3.5 OK. The abscissa was proportional to the time and the transla-
tion between time and temperature was made by periodically noting the
resistance of the carbon thermometer attached to the crystal.
The graph was recorded with increasing temperatures. The bath
temperature was first lowered by pumping on the vapor over the bath and
then the bath was sealed off and allowed to warm under the influence of
I0
O
-r
z0
z
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a heater placed in the bottom of the bath. Enough heat (of the order
of 50 to 100 milliwatts) was developed in insure that the bath warmed
from the bottom and not from the top.
The recording of Figure #7 was made for a steady magnetic field of
1785 oe and no change in the transition location or width was detected
for magnetic fields between 200 oe and 4500 oe and for temperature os-
cillation amplitudes roughly between I and 50 millideg.
There are two effects which are contributing to this measurement
in addition to the antiferromagnetism of the sample. First, there was
the temperature dependent magnetism of the various construction mate-
rials which lay within a thermal wavelength of the heat source. This
background signal was linear in the magnetic field and was always of
the same order of magnitude as the signal from the crystal.
Secondly, there was a background measured in zero magnetic field
which was proportional to the temperature oscillation amplitude. This
background is shown in Figure #8 which was recorded with the sample
removed. Construction materials which might have contained ferromag-
netic impurities were avoided and the possibility of remanent magnetic
moments within the core of the coil seems unlikely. Then, this tem-
perature dependent background was presumed due, at least in part, to
a.thermoelectric effect in the twelve thousand turns of copper wire(11)
surrounding the sample. The thermal coupling between the coil and
the sample was provided by the liquid and the coilform.
This zero field background was also observed earlier in measure-
ments on superconductors where modulated rf joule heating was employed
for generating the temperature oscillations. At the time of those
measurements, it was thought that an unknown demodulation mechanism,
either within the heater circuitry or in the input detection stages, was
responsible for the 20 cps signal. Now that the same effect has been
observed with optical heating, it appears that the zero field background
is a property of the cryostat.
The temperature dependence of the background in the vicinity of TA
was probably closely related to the change in the thermal characteristics
of the liquid near the lambda point. It is interesting to note that
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Itemperatures well away from Tx and that the noise level was lower when
the liquid was below TA. The outstanding temperature dependence of
this background occurred within about 0.7 OK above TA .
Shoenberg has observed that small amounts of solid air impurities
in the liquid can cause large noise levels in induction type measure-
ments similar to these. The noise presumably is due to the Brownian
motion of the strongly paramagnetic oxygen impurity and in these meas-
urements the decreased noise level below T2 might be evidence for the
effect of the superfluid on the Brownian motion. Shoenberg further
observed that the heat of magnetization liberated with changes in the
(large) magnetic field was sufficient to "...throw up a considerable
F.... ln n - •,L m l , (12) Tf- sems vmr lit l I, hnt th1 l ffertC nh-
served by Shoenberg are also present in these measurements.
In Figure #8 one can see a spike in the voltage which occurs just
below the lambda point. 'This spike is seen both warming and cooling
and always occurs on the low temperature side of the transition. It
was presumed due to a second sound resonance tor tne system.
In the high temperature region, around the transition for CuCl 2,
this background was not a strong function of the temperature.
In view of the background the only directly observable properties
of the specimen are the transition temperature and the transition width
and shape. It is very difficult to account quantitatively for the
background because one cannot measure and reproduce the temperature
swing associated with it.
Figures #9 and #10 are measurements of aX/aT in the region of the
transition for orientations #2 and #3 respectively for CuC12 "2H20 . In
Figure #10, no carbon thermometer was employed and vapor pressures were
used as an indication of the temperature. We note from these curves
that all three orientations show the same transition temperature to
within the experimental accuracy and that no outstanding anisotropy in
the transition shape was observed.
In addition to sweeping the temperature, at constant H. data were
also taken for fixed temperature and varying H. This always gave a
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the background was approximately independent of the temperature for
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linear dependence of the intercepted signal on the strength of the
magnetic field for fields as high as 4800 oe. No hysteresis was observed
and the magnetic field strengths available were not sufficient to ob-
serve the "flopping" of the spin direction. For orientation #2 of
CuC12, however, a pronounced peak was observed in measurements at fixed
temperature as the field was increased through values typically around
600 oe. Whether or not the peak was present depended upon the direction
in which the field was changing on going through the location of the
peak. The directionality of the effect and the magnitude and temperature
dependence of the field values at the peaks suggested that the effect
was caused by the superconducting transition of the lead in the tinning
of the carbon thermometer leads. CuCl 2 #2 was the only sample with a
carbon thermometer attached for which the tinning had not been removed.
This spike is shown in Figure #11 taken for orientation #2 at
3.66 OK. The spike appears at 660 oe for increasing field strength
and is absent in the decreasing field measurement. The critical field
for lead is about 660 oe at 3.66 OK. Measurements on orientation #3
were undertaken with no carbon thermometer attached to the crystal and
indeed, no spike was observed. It was concluded that the spike had
nothing to do with the antiferromagnetic phase transition and that it
was not an indication of the "flopping" of the spin axis.
E. CONCLUSIONS
After a suggestion by Dr. C. E. Chase, these measurements were
first undertaken to observe the transition in CoC1 2 6H20. The effort
was almost immediately abandoned when it was realized that the anomalous
background near the lambda point could have been interfering with the
measurement. Later, after the work of Fisher was pointed out to the
author by Dr. P. Heller, the effort was renewed and the hydrated CoCl 2
was replaced by CuCl 2 2H20 because its transition lay well above the
anomalous region. These measurements concentrated on observing the
shape of the transition in the hope of detecting a reflection of the
heat capacity anomaly as was to have been expected from Fisher's work.
As we have seen, the measurements indicate a finite discontinuity
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in the slope of the susceptibility (as is idealized in the upper por-
tion of Figure 12 (a)) rather than an infinite discontinuity (Figure
12 (b)) as would have been expected from the known heat capacity
anomaly for hydrated cupric chloride. The observed transition shape
(Figure 1L2 (a)) was the same for three orthogonal, yet unknown, orien-
tations of an imperfect CuCl 2 crystal.
It can first be suggested that if aXll/aTand dX1 /dT show similar
behaviors near TN, then the absence of strong anisotropy in the measure-
ments on CuC12 can be understood. In the phenomenological theories of
the antiferromagnetic state, XII and Xi are different at the transi-
tion. However, as was pointed out, Fisher notes that dX/dT and aX,N/dT
might be similar near TN.
Ta
aX
a T
T T
x X
i'
T
(a) Observed (b) Expected
Fig. 11I-12. Idealization of the observed and expected susceptibility
at the antiferromagnetic phase transition.
These dX/aT measurements are consistent with the susceptibility
(13)
measurements of van der Marel et al. Their measurements show a
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finite change in the slope of the susceptibility of CuCI-2H20 which
occurs slightly above the calorimetric transition temperature. To with-
in the experimental accuracy, the transition temperature. TN~ 4.33±.02 0K,
obtained in the direct dX/AT measurements is equal to the calorimetric
o (10)transition temperature, TN= 4 . 3 1t . 0 2 K, determined by Friedberg.
It is possible that Fisher's theory is not applicable to hydrated
salts such as CuC 2l 2H20. As we saw in Figure #3, the spin alignment
for CuC12 indicates the possibility of nearest neighbor ferromagnetic
interactions as well as nearest neighbor antiferromagnetic interactions.
The presence of the ferromagnetic interactions would violate the assump-
tion of Fisher's derivation which specified nearest neighbor antiferro-
magnetic interactions only. Perhaps the "weakening" effects of the
waters of hydration destroy the relationship between the heat capacity
and dX/cdT
It is worth noting that the small break in the slope or even a
lambda shape in the slope might well be missed in measurements of X;
this is particularly true for hydrated salts which do not show the
sharp transition in the susceptibility which can be observed in the non-
hydrated compounds having much higher transition temperatures. The
direct measurement of aX/aTcan bring these effects out very clearly.
Thus far we have not questioned the application of the oscillating
temperature technique to measurements on these salts. It is quite pos-
sible that the thermal diffusivity is much lower than that of metals at
low temperatures. And, if the thermal conductivity does not increase,
the diffusivity will go through a minimum as the heat capacity goes
through a maximum at the transition. Had there been a temperature gra-
dient in the crystal, the peak inaX/dT would have been lost.
To the extent that the carbon thermometer can be trusted, no dip
in the oscillating temperature was observed upon passing through the
transition. Further, had thermal damping obscured the measurement,
one might have expected to see a "rounded" peak rather than the step
type of discontinuity observed. Further, it should be remembered that
the manner of optical heating employed partially overcame the problem
of the large thermal time constant in that the heat was continuously
developed throughout the volume of the specimen. There is, however,
still the problem of cooling the crystal by conducting the heat out to
the boundaries.
We have seen that there is good reason to believe that the oscil-
lating temperature technique can be successfully applied to measurements
of dX/dT for low temperature antiferromagnetic phase transitions. With
steps taken to remove the background (see II-G.) absolute, rather than
relative, measurements of dX/dT could be directly affected and with
large fields the spin "flopping" could easily be observed. Low fre-
quency measurements on good thin crystals could check the exploratory
measurements reported here. Good measurements of the temperature oscil-
lation could test the possibility of thermal damping and could also be
developed to yield measurements of the relative change in the diffusiv-
ity through the transition.
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IV. MAGNETIC PENETRATION DEPTH MEASUREMENTS IN SUPERCONDUCTORS
A. SUMMARY
Measurements of aX/dT versus H were made on pure single-crystal
specimens of tin and indium in the form of flat plates.
Constant magnetic fields less than 300 oe were employed and a novel
superconducting shield provided field alignment, noise reduction, and
compensation of the earth's magnetic field. The specimens were heated
both by absorption of modulated optical radiation and by the develop-
ment of modulated rf power in a thin carbon heater deposited on the
side of the crystal. The oscillating temperature was measured by the
output voltage of a differential thermocouple thermometer which was di-
rectly attached to the sample. The oscillating temperature served as
the phase reference in a coherent phase sensitive averaging technique
which was used for measuring the voltage (proportional to AX/MT) in-
duced across a pickup coil wound around the sample.
These measurements were undertaken with the idea of using the os-
cillating temperature technique to make measurements of the field
strength dependence and the anisotropy of the penetration depth. It
has been concluded that these measurements are basically incompatible
ror superconauctors ana that tne riat plate crystai shape usea is not
suited to penetration depth measurements employing finite magnetic
fields.
The effects of demagnetization are severe with the flat plate ge-
ometry and can only be overcome by using small fields and by precisely
aligning the measuring coil, the crystal. and the magnetic field.
Alignment tolerances of about 10 were necessary in measurements without
the superconducting shield. With the superconducting shield it was
sufficient to align the magnetic field and the axis of the shield by eye.
The effects of misalignment can be of both a reproducible and a
non-reproducible nature and in either case lead to large apparent pene-
tration depths AM/dT . A small component of the transverse magnetiza-
tion which lies along the axis of the measuring coil can yield large
measurements of OX/T . At low fields, this effect is reproducible.
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men into the intermediate state where penetration depth measurements
are completely ambiguous.
Evidence suggestive of the presence of discrete flux pinning
processes is presented.
In the course of these measurements, both etched and electropol-
ished samples were employed and the optical heating technique was devel-
oped so as to remove all magnetic and straining materials and electric
currents from the surface of the specimen. The differential thermo-
couple thermometer has been successful in overcoming phase shift prob-
lems in the ac thermometry. While these developments have been fun-
damental to the success of the other phases of this investigation, they
were unable to overcome the difficulties inherent in this approach to
Denetration depth measurements. These measurements were further hin-
dered by the discontinuity in the thermal properties of the liquid hel-
ium bath which occurs at the lambda point. A large paramagnetic back-
ground made measurements below TX impracticable.
In measurements of X , paramagnetic material coupling with the
sensor can lead to apparent penetration depths, Xmeas. , which are low
at low temperatures. In measurements of aA/dT , however, a paramag-
netic background would lead to apparent penetration depth slopes,
a X/6 T , which are low at low temperatures. A paramagnetic back-
meas.
ground can make the interpretation of low temperature penetration depth
measurements difficult and can mask the low temperature departures from
the Gorter-Casimir-London penetration depth.
With a change to a more favorable crystal geometry the oscillating
temperature technique could be well suited to measurements of the field
strength and temperature dependences of the penetration depth. In fact,
at low temperatures, measurements of OX/dT can more severely test a
particular temperature parameterization than can measurements of X.
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Misaligned fields can also establish normal inclusions in the supercon-
ductor. With normal inclusions the measurements are non-reproducible
and can have exaggerated temperature dependences and excessively large
absolute values. In the extreme case, misalignment can drive the speci-
B. INTRODUCTION
1. Meissner effect
One of the fundamental properties of the macroscopic superconducting
state is that of "ideal" diamagnetism; the superconducting state in a
magnetic field, H. is the unique state B=O deep inside the superconductor.
(1)
The 1933 discovery of Meissner and Ochsenteld that the superconducting
state was characterized by perfect diamagnetism as well as perfect con-
ductivity was a fundamental turning point in the theoretical and the
experimental development of the science of superconductivity.
According to the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect, the H-T plane for a
superconductor can be divided into two regions by a critical field
curve, Hc(T). For fields less than Hc (T) at the temperature T, the
metal is in the superconducting state while above the critical field
the metal is in the normal state at this temperature.
In view of the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect, there will be currents
induced on the surface of the superconductor which shield the inside
from external fields H<H . These currents will extend some distance
c
into the metal and with the currents there is a magnetic field penetra-
tion and thus a magnetic flux through the surface layer. This surface
effect is usually ignored in considerations of the bulk properties of
macroscopic superconductors for the depth to which the currents extend
0
is very small, typically 500 to 1000 A. For very thick superconductors,
we will characterize the field penetration by a length, the penetration
depth, NA , which is defined in terms of the flux of the field Ho,
parallel to the surface. which is stored in the penetration layer,
XH,=f H(x)dx (I)
0
where x is a length into the superconductor of thickness, t >>X
For very small specimens penetration effects can be important and
it was in measurements of the critical fields of thin films that the
first empirical suggestion of the penetration phenomenon in supercon-
(2) (3)ductors was made. Soon after these observations. Shoenberg meas-
ured the temperature dependence of the penetration in mercury colloids
where the particle size was of the order of the penetration depth. His
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result for the relative depth of penetration, X(T)/X(T o) , is shown in
Figure #1 where T is approximately 1 OK. From later measurements,(4)
he was able to estimate the scaling factor, (TTo)z (O), to be of the
order of 4 -6 cm for mercury.order of 4x10 cm for ercury.
4-
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Fig. IV-i. -Temperature variation of X(T)/X(To) for mercury.
After Shoenberg.
Soon after the discovery of the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect, F. and
H. London(5)gave a very successful phenomenological theory of the elec-
trodynamics of superconductors which preceded the measurements of
Shoenberg by several years. In the London theory, the idea of the
unique diamagnetic state of the superconductor was assumed fundamental,
and working from this the Londons derived an exponential decay of the
field with.distance into the superconductor,
x_
H(x)=H X , (2)
for which the decay constant was equal to the penetration depth, X .
The London penetration depth was given in terms of the density of super-
(6)
conducting electrons, n . Using the Gorter-Casimir two-fluid model
expression for n the temperature dependent penetration depth can be
expressed as,
xo
$ 4
where,
X mC (4)
0 2
4irne
and Tc is the transition temperature. In X0o m is ithe mass, e is the
charge, and n is the density of electrons. This temperature dependence
agreed well with early penetration depth measurements, but the calcu-
lated London constant, Xo , was consistently smaller than its exper-
imental value.
2. Review of penetration depth measurements
Since Shoenberg's work, many techniques have been developed for
making penetration depth measurements on both microscopic and macro-
scopic superconductors. These have ranged from dc magnetization meas-
urements on small samples (spheres, wires. and plates) (7)to low fre-
quency ac measurements of the mutual and the self inductances of coils
wound onto bulk superconducting cores and to the very high frequency
surface impedance measurements of Pippard and co-workers.(8) Recently,
the temperature dependence and the magnetic field strength depen-
(10)dence of the penetration depth has been studied using a very sen-
sitive self inductance technique which measures the shift in rf fre-
quency of an oscillator tuned by a coil wound onto a superconductor.
Further, penetration depth measurements have been made using a sensi-
tive mucual inductance technique which observes the transmission of ac
magnetic fields through thin films. (11) Quite recently, Meservey (12 )
has reported a technique, under development, utilizing the quantization
of the fluxoid and which yields absolute values of the penetration
depth.
These various techniques have confined their observations to
changes of the experimental measurement (mutual inductance, self induc-
tance,. surface impedance, etc.) with parameters affecting only the
penetration depth (e.g., temperature, magnetic field, mean-free-path,
etc.). Each of these measurements yields only the parametric depen-
dence of the penetration depth; the important result of penetration
depth measurements is this parameterization, for it can be used to
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choose between the various electrodynamic theories of superconductivity
which yield different parametric dependences for the penetration depth.
Absolute measurements of the penetration depth have not been forth-
coming, with the possible exception of the fluxoid quantization tech-
nique, because unrealistically precise measurements of the sample dimen-
sions are required and because of a lack of the sensitivity necessary
in the various measurements of this small length. We can illustrate this
for small and for large specimens in the example of an infinitely ex-
tended plate of thickness, 2t, in a magnetic field parallel to the sur-
face.(13) If X is the susceptibility with penetration and X 0 the
susceptibility without penetration, one has,
x X
X It >> X (5)Xo t
X at ) 2 t <<X (6)
where a is a constant depending upon the penetration law.
In order to regain the loss of sensitivity with the reduction in
volume for the small specimens, a system of replicas must be used (e.g.
colloidal dispersion for measurements on spheres) and this results in
a spread in the value of t. Thus for small specimens, susceptibility
measurements can give only the relative penetration depth, for example
X(T)/X(T') in Shoenberg's measurements, and the possibility of test-
ing any penetration law (measurement of a ) is lost.
For macroscopic specimens, a knowledge of t to 1 part in roughly
10 6 is required to obtain the penetration depth from very precise meas-
urements of the susceptibility. However, the change in X with tem-
perature, for example, could be measured for this does not require pre-
cise measurements and the changes observable are limited only by the
sensitivity of the susceptibility measurement.
X M- X(T,)· ~ X (2 (X1 IT Ko TO
3. Goal of AX/dT measurement
In this chapter we are going to consider the application of the
temperature oscillation technique to the study of the field penetration
in superconductors. The ideal diamagnetic magnetization,-(1/4ir)H, is
weakened by the field penetration and the thermal oscillation technique
takes explicit advantage of the known temperature dependence of the
penetration to make measurements of dM/dTfor the superconductor. There
have been many definitive measurements of the temperature dependence of
the penetration depth and these have agreed well with the temperature
dependence predicted by the modern (BCS) theory of superconductivity.(14 )
However, only few measurements of the anisotropy (15)and of the magnetic
field strength dependence (16)of the penetration depth have been made.
Further, the BCS theory is an isotropic theory of superconductivity and
the only theory of the field dependence of the penetration depth is
that of Ginzburg and Landau (17)and it is valid only very near the transi-
tion temperature. Realizing these things, this experiment was under-
taken with the idea of using 6M/dT measurements to study the anisotropy
and the magnetic field strength dependence of the penetration depth
for various superconductors.
4. Effects of demagnetization
To study the effects of crystalline anisotropy, the shape of the
single-crystal sample was that of a square parallelepiped of s(cm) per
side of the broad face and of t (cm) thickness; the magnetic field was
aligned parallel to one of the sides, s. With this shape, the screening
currents will make fixed angles with respect to the crystal axes and
the effects of orientation can be studied.
We have been compromised in this choice of crystal geometry, for
now we must admit of the effects of crystal shape upon our magnetization
measurements. If we imagine the crystal to be represented by an oblate
spheroid of semi-axes s, s, and t, then we can approximate the effect of
the shape of the crystal on the magnetization through the demagnetization
coefficients (ns, ns, n t ) associated with the three semi-axes. Letting
H be the external magnetic field, and recalling that B=O at depths
greater than X , we find that the component of the magnetization along
the semi-axis a, for which the demagnetization coefficient is, n,, now
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becomes,
Our choice of crystal shape departs significantly from the usual
long thin cylinder chosen for penetration depth measurements. The
effects of demagnetization are much greater for the parallelepiped as
the demagnetization coefficient, nt, for the direction transverse to
the broad face of the crystal, is larger than the equivalent trans-
verse demagnetization coefficient for the long thin cylinder. In the
aM/dT measurement with this crystal geometry, the important effects of
demagnetization are two-fold. First, demagnetization can lead to decep-
tively large, yet reproducible, penetration depths at small magnetic
fields. Secondly, demagnetization can introduce normal regions into
the superconductor which can cause an exaggerated temperature dependence
of the penetration depth. Let us consider each of these effects sepa-
rately.
For small fields the effective magnetization along the axis of the
measuring coil can be greatly increased because of misalignments between
the crystal, field, and measuring coil. If the transverse to the plane
of the crystal makes an angle 7r/2-0 with respect to the axis of the
measuring coil, and an angle ir/2-8 with respect to the magnetic field,
the component of the magnetization parallel to the axis of the measuring
coil is given by,
M (Cos9Cos +) SinoSin<o H (9)
I 4 I-nt  I -ns
This is illustrated in Figure #2. With 8 and 1 small, the meas-
ured temperature derivative of the penetration depth is now given by,
EAS -t n,<<l (10)
Errors in AlM'T less than 10% require alignments 8 and 0 each less
than 40 for a demagnetization coefficient, (18 )n 0.95 for a crystal
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Fig. IV-2. Alignment of crystal, magnetic field, and measuring coil.
1 cm by icm by 1 mm.
For small magnetic fields there is no way to "unmask" this effect
other than by minimizing the dM/dT measurement with respect to variations
of 8 and . It is interesting to note that Lock(1 9)encountered this
difficulty in measurements of the magnetization of multi-layer sand-
wiches of thin superconducting films. The success of his measurements
depended upon being able to achieve very close alignments (less than 10
misalignment) and upon the use of small fields.
The second, and most severe, effect of the crystal shape upon meas-
urements of dX/dT is the introduction of normal inclusions into the
superconductor. Even for small magnetic fields, there is always an
excess field penetration around the regions of high curvature at the
intersections of the edges of the crystal. The extent of this pene-
tration is a measure of the degree to which the spheroidal approximation
is adequate for our crystal. Shoenberg has observed that normal in-
clusions (due to demagnetization, frozen in flux of the earth's mag-
netic field, etc.) in the superconductor shrink in size as the tempera-
ture is lowered below the transition temperature. This has the effect
of making the penetration depth appear to decrease, with decreasing
temperature, faster than in actuality. Measurements of d X/dT would
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be non-reproducible and excessively large in the event of such inclu-
sions. In the mutual inductance measurements of Laurman and Shoen-
berg, (20)the in phase component of the experimental signal was related
to the normal inclusions through the complex susceptibility,
X = X,-JX . (I 1)
They detected the presence of the inclusions by following the "tell-
tale" loss component of the mutual inductance. From this signal they
were able to correct the penetration depth measurements for the pres-
ence of the normal inclusions.
In the dX/dT measurement there is no simple "tell-tale" loss
component which can be used to correct for the normal inclusions. This
is so because both the size of the inclusions and the normal-supercon-
ducting interface area are oscillating with the temperature. To correct
the 6X/dT measurement the temperature dependence of the interface area
and of the volume of the normal inclusions would have to be independently
known. This much information cannot be gotten from the in phase com-
ponent alone.
The extreme case of normal inclusion due to demagnetization occurs
when the magnetization reaches the value, -(1/47r)He. At this point,
the sample enters the intermediate state and the entire volume breaks
up into a complicated arrangement of alternating normal and supercon-
ducting regions. Penetration depth measurements are completely ambig-
uous in this region. Since n >>n , this transition occurs much soonert s
for the transverse (to the plane of the crystal) magnetization than for
the parallel component, so that at the transition to the intermediate
state',
He HSin8in8 (12)
47R 4 I-nt
If we suppose that the external field, H, can reach half the critical
field, Hc(T), before the transition, and if we recall that for our
crystal nt 0O.95,. we find that only a 60 misalignment is necessary to
cause this premature transition. It is fair to say that the choice of
crystal shape and the absence of a simple "tell-tale" component in the
aM/aT signal combine to give the most severe limitation to this tech-
nique for studying penetration depths.
5. Early measurements of Shalnikov and Sharvin
The oscillating temperature technique for measuring dX/dT was first
applied to superconductors by Shalnikov and Sharvin (22)and later extended
by Sharvin.(23) The original measurements of Shalnikov and Sharvin
employed a bellows arrangement which oscillated the bath pressure at
4 cps. The crystal was in the form of a prolate spheroid which was
rigidly supported within a vacuum can and made thermal contact to the
bath through metallic arms. The earth's magnetic field was compensated
in these and the later measurements of Sharvin. The measurements of
Shalnikov and Sharvin met with little success for the penetration depths
measured were several times too large and the field dependence was very
strong and complicated. It has been suggested that their difficulty
was due to unsatisfactory sample conditions. Laurmann and Shoenberg (4 )
found that macroscopic roughness of the sample surface leads to large
values of the penetration depth and later Sharvin 10)noted that poly-
crystalline mechanically worked and annealed samples will yield patho-
logical penetration depth measurements.
Sharvin's later measurements used an optical heating technique
employing Nichol polarizers to modulate the light intensity. Sharvins
sample was single crystalline and electropolished. He found much bet-
ter, yet still high, penetration depths for tin and was able to compare
his estimate of the magnetic field dependence with that predicted by
Ginzburg-Landau,
2
X(T,H)= X(O,T)[ i + ( .. *H + (13)
where,
t= K(K+2 ) K =  e X 2(0,T) (14)
is value of a was abo t factor of two2 higher than that of Ginzburg-
His value of a was about a factor of two higher than that of Ginzburg-
Landau, aGL= 2.5x10 - 2
After this present investigation was completed, the author learned
of these later.measurements in a very pleasant conversation with Dr.
Sharvin at the Ninth Internation Conference on Low Temperature Physics.
C. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
In order to determine the temperature slope of the penetration depth,
ad/aT , we must measure the magnetic field, the average and the oscil-
latory temperatures, and the components of the voltage induced across
the pickup coil which are in and out of phase with respect to the oscil-
lating temperature. Further, we must remember that the total voltage
across the pickup coil can include a background which does not distin-
guish itself from the penetration depth contribution. By way of com-
parison, we may recall that for the analysis of the de Haas-van Alphen
effect it was not necessary to measure the absolute voltage, for the
oscillations could be readily separated from the background on which
they were superimposed. The topics of this section include the sensi-
tivity required for the measurement, the compensation of background
effects, and the procedures of the measurement. A discussion of the
methods and the procedures of the measurements of the field, and the
temperatures is given in Chapter V. A detailed description of the
attachment of the heaters and the thermometers is given in Appendix B.
1. Sensitivity
The contribution of the superconductor to the induced voltage can
be determined by substitution into equation (3) of Chapter I. .Neglecting
demagnetization, we have,
V = 300 47r•nAT (15)c aT
where the phase factor -je j thas now been dropped. If we characterize
the penetration of the field H into the superconductor by a sharp cutoff
of the flux at the depth X , we can write,
VH p.L
-[1 (16)
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where V is the volume of the superconductor. p is the perimeter of the
cross section of area A transverse to H. This i 3
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Fig. IV-3. Orientation of the crystal for magnetic penetration depth
measurement,
Recalling equation (5) of Chapter V we substitute,
AT= V(AT) (17)
a-g (A T)
into equation (15) and have,
dX(H,T) a-c g(AT) I V(X)
aT 300Npw g(X) V(AT) H
In equation (18), a- is the thermoelectric power of the thermometer,
V/ OK; the calibration of a- is shown in Appendix A. N is the total
number of turns surrounding the crystal (6000) and the frequency of the
temperature oscillation is 20 cps. V(AT) (volts) is the measure of
the temperature oscillation amplitude and is discussed in Chapter V.
g( AT)/g(X ) is the ratio of gains for the AT and the dX/OT measure-
ments. As explained in Chapter V, each of these measurements was made
with the same detector.
For a given temperature, we measure V(X)/H as a function of H to
trace the field dependence of the penetration depth. We can compare
with previous measurements of the temperature dependent penetration
depth in zero field,X(T),. by measuring the slope of the V( X)-vs-H graph
A
at low fields.
dX(0,T) o-c g(AT) I rAV(X)
T 300Npw g() V(AT) AH1) H= 0
where,
AV (X) (V(X)H-V (20)
AH H=O H-Ho H(>Ho)- 0
We now estimate the required sensitivity, S, of the detector. Let
us define the sensitivity as the induction voltage per unit amplitude
of temperature oscillation per oersted and let us further approximate
the penetration depth by the Gorter-Casimir-London model:
X(T)= • 500 A (21)
-(T/ ITc)4
Recalling equation (17), we can write,
3
600 (T/Tc)
-3/2 (22)
d g S- (T/Tc
With a perimeter of 2 cm and a transition temperature. 4 K,
S 4 3/2 X 10 (cm/0 K) (23)
For temperatures near the transition, (T-Tc)/T 1 ,the sensitivityC
diverges as[ (-(T/Tc4  . This divergence has been made the basis of a
method for measuring the transition temperature. This is discussed in
a later part of this section.
For low temperatures, T/T << 1, the sensitivity is given by,c
3
S= 4 ().X I (cm/ 0 K) < < I .. (24)
-2 o
For T/T =1/2, H=100 oe and T=10 K, we can expect to measure voltages
c
of 5x10 volts. As we will see in section D. the effective noise at
the output of the detection system could be as low as 10 volts when
long time constants were used. Under the conditions outlined here,
the detector is adequately sensitive for making measurements well below
1oK.
To measure the field dependence of the penetration depth, we would
need to detect a 2.5% change in the penetration depth as the field is
increased to the critical field. (See note following equation (14) of
section B.)
X(Hc)-X(O)
= a2.5 % (25)
X(o)
For the conditions above, and at T/T =1/2, this is beyond the capabili-
c
ties of this system. However, either for larger temperature oscillation
amplitudes or for temperatures higher than half the critical temperature
these measurements are within the limits of this technique.
2. Procedure
The crystal and the surrounding induction coil were housed within
a lead cylinder which doubled as a noise shield and as a magnetic field
collimator. The necessity for field collimation can be understood
from the discussion of section B of this chapter. The essential fea-
tures of this shield-collimator are given in Chapter V, section B, and
will not be repeated here.
(i) Superconducting shield
During the pre-cooling period, a cylindrical Mu-metal shield was
placed around the outside of the liquid nitrogen dewar so that the lead
shield passed through its 7 0K transition in fields of about 10-2
gauss." Thus the possibility of frozen flux of the earth's field was
avoided. The Mu-metal shield was removed only after the temperature of
interest had been reached. Below 4 OK the critical field of lead is
about 600 oe and greater so that the shield was never exposed to fields
greater than about 10% of its critical field, and for the most measure-
ments, the fields were less than 1% of the critical field of the lead.
The crystal was inserted into the coilform in such a manner that
the normal to the broad face of the crystal lay in the horizontal
plane. For this broad, oblate crystal geometry, it was absolutley essen-
tial that any component of the external field lying along this normal be
removed. The external magnetic field was produced by a Helmholtz pair
which was free to rotate about a vertical axis. Thus, in principle,
the field component along this normal could be removed by rotation of
the magnet. The superconducting shield provided the collimating fea-
ture which made this alignment unnecessary to first approximation.
Visual alignment was sufficient.
(ii) Measurement of transition temperature
The transition temperature of the crystal was measured at the time
of the first thermometer calibration. This measurement took advantage of
the high sensitivity of the technique in the following way. The Mu-metal
shield was put in place around the nitrogen dewar so that fields at the
-2
crystal were small and were of the order of 10 gauss. Even though it was
small, there was a magnetic field present. The sample was warmed above
the zero-field transition temperature. Then, power was applied to the
ac heater on the sample and the output of the detection coil was monitored
as the temperature was slowly lowered. Upon going through the transition,
a very snarp spike in Lne oULpuL VOILage was obser. ve d, because oL L
4 "3/2
I-(T/IT c )  divergence of the sensitivity at the transition. The re-
sistance (temperature) corresponding to this first appearance of the
spike was recorded as a function of the heater power. The intercept on
the plot of these temperatures as a function of the heater power was
taken as a measure of the transition temperature in zero field. This
procedure was repeated on each and every new run which required that the
thermometer be cycled from helium to room temperature. In this manner,
a direct check on the stability of the thermometer was available. The
transition temperature was never found to vary more than ± 5 moK. This
was the accuracy for temperature measurements in this investigation.
(iii) Magnetic annealing
The procedure for tracing the graphs from which the penetration
depth is to be reckoned was somewhat involved. The origin and the nat-
ure of this complexity was, of course, the delicacy of the measurement.
It was found that the following steps were essential in obtaining repro-
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ducible measurements.
Before the beginning of each measurement, all electrical leads
(heater, thermometers, etc.) were shorted so that there were no ac fields
in the vicinity of the sample. Then, the sample was warmed above the
transition temperature for zero field, T_, and then cooled to the tem-
perature of interest with the Mu-metal shield in place. It was only
after the final temperature had been reached that any fields were al-
lowed in the vicinity of the crystal. Without this procedure, it was
found that the penetration depth measurements yield inordinately large
and non-reproducible measures of the depth of flux storage. Even with
this careful "magnetic annealing" there is good reason to believe that
flux trapping is still possible. The influence on the measurements is
the most severe at high temperatures, for the critical field goes to
zero as T approaches T and these small trapped fields may become suf-
ficient, with misalignment, to drive the sample into the intermediate
state at temperatures very near the transition. Shoenberg and Laurmann
have observed that these normal inclusions tend to shrink in size with
lowering of the temperature so that measurements made at low T should
be relatively free from this difficulty.
(iv) Measurement of out of phase component
At the operating temperature, electrical connections were again
established and power was applied to the heater. At this time, a unity-
gain variable phase-shifter, in series with the signal channel, was used
to adjust the phase shift across the gain stages to zero. Once the
phase shifts across the electrical system had been cancelled, the tem-
perature swing was measured and the reference input to the phase detector
was set for out of phase operation.
Starting from zero, the magnetic field was increased and the out of
phase signal from the induction coil was displayed versus the magnetic
field on the X-Y recorder. The output of the phase detector was fed
directly into the y axis of the recorder and the voltage across a 1/100
ohm resistor in series with the magnet current was displayed on the x
axis of the recorder. The signal was recorded for discrete values of the
magnetic field. The field was increased until a sharp break upward
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Figure #IV-4). This usually occurred somewhere around 1/Z of the critical
field, Hc(T). At this point, the field was decreased and the curve was
retraced. If the zero field intercept was different for decreasing and
increasing fields, the point was discarded and the procedure begun again.
After a successful out of phase measurement, the temperature swing was
again monitored to discover changes and to set the reference phase for
in phase operation.
(v) Measurement of the in phase component
Again, starting from zero, the field was increased and the in phase
signal was displayed versus the field (see Figure #IV-5). Ideally this
signal should be zero. If the penetration depth has no complex compon-
ent, the in phase component of the signal is a measure of the eddy
current reaction on the pickup coil and of the contributions from tem-
perature dependent magnetic materials which lie within a thermal wave-
length of the source of heat. Above the superfluid transition tempera-
ture, TX , for liquid helium, this in phase signal was usually found to
be of the order of 5% of the out of phase signal and anything larger
than this was a good indication of trouble.
Before each graph was traced, any zero-field signal present was
bucked out (see Figure #111-8). This zero-field signal has been ob-
served with I R heating and with optical heating both with and without
the crystal in place. It is presumed due to a thermoelectric effect in
the pickup coil, and to a certain extent this may be an indication of the
phenomenon of flux trapping in the crystal.
D. DATA AND ANALYSIS
1. Data
Figure #4 is a recorder tracing of the penetration depth signal
for Sn #5 at 3.52 OK. The 20 cps temperature oscillation amplitude was
3 moK. For this graph the ordinate is proportional to HATaX/aT and the
magnetic field is plotted on the abscissa. The graph shows the tran-
sition to the normal state at 28 oe and shows a small out of phase
signal in the normal state. The smallness of the out of phase signal
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characteristic of the onset of the intermediate state was observed (see
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observed above the critical field indicates that the paramagnetic back-
ground and the effects of penetration in the lead shield were unimportant
at this temperature. It was not expected that the lead shield should
influence the measurements, for at temperatures less than the transi-
tion temperature for tin the penetration depth for lead is already sub-
stantially independent of the temperature.
From Figure #4 we see that for magnetic fields less than about 1/4
of the critical field, the signal is well approximated by a linear
function of the applied field. For slightly higher fields, the curve
bends gently upward until the sudden break at about 1/2 the critical
field. This slight bending would appear to be too great to be the
field dependence of the penetration depth; it probably arises from end
effects. This bending was not reproducible from run to run and from
sample to sample.
The sudden break upward at H=1/2 He in Figure #4 is indicative of
the onset of the intermediate state, and the sharpness of this break is
an excellent example of the collimating feature of the superconducting
shield. This break, unlike the bending, was a reproducible feature of
the measurement. When the superconducting shield was in place and had
been cooled to 4 OK within the Mu-metal shield it was found, without
exception, that angles between the field and the coil axis less than
aboutt 100 were unimportant in determining the field breakdown position.
With the superconducting shield replaced by a copper shield, it was no
longer true that the curves show a sudden break which can be identified
with the onset of the intermediate state. There was not even a linear
portion unless care was taken to rotate the field into precise alignment
with the plane of the crystal. With the copper shield, misalignments
of the order of 50 can cause discrepancies of 500% in the measured
penetration depth.
Figure #5 is typical of the curves from which the measure of the
penetration depth was obtained. The curve was traced for both increas-
ing and decreasing fields, as is indicated in the figure. and the in-
creasing field measurements were stopped just short of the break so
that there was no chance of entering the intermediate state at any time
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during the measurement. The in phase component was also recorded. It
is to be noted that this component was small, about 1% of the out of
phase signal, and that it remained small even as the out of phase com-
ponent bent sharply at the onset of the intermediate state. With a
20 sec. time constant, the noise level indicated on the graph was about
-91.4x10 volts rms and the signal to noise ratio was about 6.5 at the
highest field used. The temperature swing amplitude was 1 moK and the
superconducting shield-collimator was in place. It is the slope of
this curve which is analyzed to obtain (AX/dT)
H= O
2. Analysis
Figure #6 shows directly the temperature dependences of the zero
field penetration depth slopes that have been measured from graphs such
as #4 and #5. Figure #6 is a plot of the temperature derivative of
the penetration depth in zero field, (dX/dT) for tin sample Sn #5,
H= 0
versus the temperature. The solid line is the temperature derivative
of the classical Gorter-Casimir-London (hereafter called GCL) expression
for the penetration depth,
X(T) 4x (26)
I-(T/Tc)
-6
where Xo has been chosen to be 5.5x10 cm. Sn #5 is a polished single
crystal, of unknown orientation, which has been prepared according to
the outline of Appendix B. Figure #6, and similar plots of selected
points for other samples, have been found to agree well with the GCL
expression except at high T where the measured 3a/dT increases faster
than that due to GCL.
If the penetration depth is presumed to be a function of Y(t),
Y(t)
(27)T
TC
a plot of X versus y would be a more sensitive test of the parameter-
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FIG. =1-6. (ax/aT)H= VERSUS Sn # 5.
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ization than a plot of A against the temperature. Departures from the
GCL description of X are expected to be small and of a quantitative
rather than a qualitative nature. These small differences are lost in
the temperature plot. In this experiment it is not X which is measured,
rather, it is ax/dT so that the more natural variable to plot is aX/ay
where,
ax
ax dT
=--- (28)
aY dY
dT
8X/dT is measured and dY/dT can be calculated as,
dY tdT [T •3 2  (29)
Figure #7 is a plot of AX/dY versus Y for selected points meas-
ured for Sn #5. On this graph the horizontal dashed curve is to be ex-
o
pected for the GCL two-fluid expression, X(T)=XoY(T), where X0 =650 A
has been chosen. This value of Xo fits the high T data better than the
a o
value 550 A used in Figure #6. The value X o=650 A, is in fair agree-
ment with other measurements which have yielded values ranging from
a (459 19,24)470 to 600 A. The conventional values of X o are determined
from the slope of the plot of the experimental measurement (proportional
to X) versus y. If there are departures from the GCL expression this
is, of course, not an entirely rigorous procedure. However, most meas-
urements of the penetration depth have not been sensitive enough to see
these departures which, according to BCS, should be more pronounced at
low temperatures.
The curve, marked BCS, is the value of dX/dY for Sn as taken from
(9) (14)Shawlow and Devlin who have presented the BCS calculation of the
penetration depth in this manner. It is seen that the measured values
of dX/dY at high y values are greater than those given by BCS and that
the curve turns away from the BCS calculation at low y values. Let us
first consider the high temperature measurements and later return to a
discussion of the low temperature behavior.
(i) High temperature data
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According to the BCS calculation, in which there are no adjustable
parameters, the GCL approximation should be adequate for t >0.8 with
o 0
So = 540 A. The measured value 650 A is 18% higher than the GCL value
and could be explained by the effects of misalignment discussed in the
introduction. It will be recalled that only a 4 degree misalignment
between the crystal axis and the field (or crystal axis and coil axis)
was necessary to give penetration depth measurements which were 10%
high. Further, it will also be recalled that this was a reproducible
effect.
Values of aX/dY for t greater than 0.96 (y greater than l0) were
extremely difficult to achieve reproducibly for either the tin or the
indium samples and were always very large compared to values expected
in accordance with Figure #6. Typically, the dX/dY value at tr0.98
for tin (T%3.65 OK) was around 50 times larger than the value expected
with the GCL expression for the penetration depth. In both the early
measurements of Shalnikov and Sharvin and the later measurements of
Sharvin, pronounced field effects were observed in the temperature in-
terval t> .98 (T> 3.65 OK for tin). They found large penetration depth
measurements and inordinately strong field dependences. In fact,
Sharvins results for the field dependence of the penetration depth were
confined to temperatures lower than e1 3.6 °K.
Before one could achieve meaningful and reproducible measurements
in this temperature range, the extremely delicate problem of the breakup
into the intermediate state would have to be overcome. To this end,
the flat crystal geometry chosen for this experiment is very bad, for
the necessarily large demagnetizing coefficient obviates measurements
in low critical field regions. This excluded the high t region except
in the case of very precise field alignment. Even if this were possible
with the flat crystals, the pickup coil would have to be well removed
from the ends of the crystal so as to avoid the penetration effects
which become increasingly important near the transition. In the meas-
urements reported here, the pickup coil was around the center of the
crystal and was of about half the length of the crystal. The ratio of
coil to crystal length would have to be lowered considerably from this.
Sharvin used a sample shaped as a prolate spheroid and confined the
110
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pickup coil to a small width around the equator.
It is undoubtedly the case that the measurements of the field
strength dependence and of the anisotropy are incompatible. To make
measurements of the field dependence, the ellipsoidal shape is abso-
lutely essential when the long thin cylinderical shape is impracti-
cable. But then only measurements of the average anisotropy are pos-
sible. If a parallelepiped shape is to be used to study anisotropy,
the measurements must be confined to very small fields and to proper
alignment.
We now have available enough information to make a very plausible
argument to the effect that demagnetization is perhaps the most impor-
tant factor in understanding the temperature dependence of these meas-
urements. We recall, from the introduction. that misalignments of
the order of 60 were sufficient to account for an onset of the inter-
mediate state at field values of about 1/2 H . Further, misalignments
of 60 would also account for an 18% increase in the measured aX/aT
for H<1/2 H . These estimates are consistent with observation. Now,C
we also recall Shoenbergs observation that the volume of the normal
inclusion decreases with decreasing temperature. This, we saw, would
lead to values of AX/aT which were too large at high temperatures and
which would approach the true value as the temperature is lowered. This
could qualitatively account for the decrease in the slope, aX/dT , with
decreasing temperature, see Figure #7.
(ii) Flux pinning
When the high temperature data (t > .95) are included in the graphs,
such as #7, a striking arrangement of points emerges which suggests
that the' large extrapolated penetration depths might in part have been
caused by the trapping of discrete amounts of flux. Figure #8 for in-
dium sample In #2 shows this in a most remarkable way. In this graph,
ad/ay is plotted versus d Y/dT. In the usual data reduction, only
the points lying on the lowest branch of this curve would be used as
these gave the most reasonable penetration depth measurements. In
fact, the points lying on the lowest branch yield X 0=550 A. This lies
(19) o 0
about half-way between the early measurements of Lock, o=650 A
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and the more recent measurement of Dheer(25) o=430 X). The points
lying on the three branches of this graph were taken at different times,
and the points lying on a common line were not necessarily taken con-
secutively. In fact, the analysis of the data taken in any one day
can yield points lying on any or all of the branches.
For the GCL limitaX/dY =Xo, independent of dY/IdT . In this
case,. one would expect the experimental points to lie along a horizontal
line which intercepts the dX/dY axis at •o. In Figure #8, however,0
there are well defined separate branches of equal slope, in the interval
dY/dT less than 4. This suggests the possibility of different inter-
cepts, Xo , for each of the branches. For dY/dT greater than 4, the
points converge to a single straight line of slope about 3.
The separation of the curves suggests that discrete and reproducible
differences exist between the various measurements shown on the differ-
ent curves. If the separations are due to "frozen in" flux, it could
be suggested that the flux is trapped in discrete and reproducible
amounts. This seems rather an acrobatic stunt for a simply-connected
superconductor to perform so regularly. It could be argued that the
finite slope of the curves is caused by the heater currents for these
could, by fringing fields, set up the temperature dependent normal
regions observed by Shoenberg. But, one cannot see how the heater
current could affect the separations. Further, it is to be remembered
that the heater voltage is filtered so that the signal centers around
1/2 mcps with only very small 10 and 20 cps components. It can also be
pointed out that the use of an optical technique, employing no heater
current near the crystal, did not overcome this problem. The heater
currents should be important only very near the transition!
Then, if the effect is due to flux trapping, the flux must have
been trapped during the "magnetic annealing" process of warming and
cooling inside the Mu-metal shield. For, as each data-point curve is
traced, it is also monitored for non-zero returns in field cycling..
If flux had been trapped during the measurement, the slope of the exper-
imental signal would not have been the same for increasing and decreasing
fields. Thus, it can be concluded that if this is flux trapping, it
corresponds to the trapping of extremely small fields present when the
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crystal is cooled through its transition temperature.
Figure #9 is a plot of dX/aY versus dY/dT for the tin samples
Sn #5, Sn #9, and Sn #1. Although the separation is not as pronounced
as for the indium sample, it is quite possibly there. Tin sample Sn #9
is very different from the other tin and indium samples reported so far,
as it has been heated optically and has no magnetic materials and no
heater currents on the surface of the crystal. Further, the surface is
free of any rigid materials which might strain the superconductor and
change the penetration depth.
The causes of these separations are not understood and can be only
supposed to be "frozen-in" flux. The fact that the many points for the
several different tin samples do appear to cluster on separate curves is
most remarkable and surely must be associated with the effects of demag-
netization (geometry is one of the things which all the samples had in
common).
The points shown in Figures #8 and #9 represent measurements on
crystals with etched, mechanically polished, and electropolished sur-
(22)faces. Shoenberg observed that etched samples gave large penetration
depths and Sharvin (10)later observed that the working of the surface
associated with mechanical polishing could also give large measurements.
Since the electropolished surfaces had regions which were etched, par-
ticularly around the edges, it is possible that the surface condition
was important in causing these departures.
Removal of the thermocouple did not have any noticeable effect
upon the measurements. However, the carbon thermometer had very short
lengths of the copper leads which lay inside the body of the resistor
and from which the tinning could not be removed. Perhaps these rings
acted as short segments of multiply connected superconductors, and the
branches of Figures #8 and #9 are the effects of flux storage in the
rings and of the superconducting transition of the tin filaments in the
solder. As these rings were oriented at right angles to the axis of
the pickup coil and as their total volume was very small, it is hard
to see how they could influence the measurement except possibly right
at the transition for the tin in the solder (see discussion of Figure
III-11).
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The existence of these high points has remained unchallengeable,
and they serve well to illustrate the many enigmas with which this
measurement had to contend. The points remain even with the develop-
ment of careful alignment procedures and special heating techniques
which removed all current and straining magnetic materials from the
surface of the crystal.
(iii) Low temperature data
The measurement of the temperature derivative of the penetration
depth is taken from the slope of the linear portion of the induction
coil signal versus the magnetic field (see Figure 5). If there were
magnetic materials within the field of the induction coil they would
also contribute to the signal. And if their susceptibilities were
independent of the field, they would contribute a voltage linear in
the magnetic field. For fields less than H , these voltages could not
be distinguished from the penetration depth voltage except by tempera-
ture dependence. All the bonding and resistive materials used in form-
ing the heaters and insulating layers are paramagnetic or diamagnetic (2 6 )
and could possibly contribute a background signal to the measurements.
These paramagnetic background contributions would be increasingly im-
portant as the temperature is lowered, and could possibly participate
in the explanation of the downward trend in the graph of dX/dY vs. y
for Sn #5 (Figure 7). It is shown in Appendix C that with a paramag-
netic system present in addition to the superconductor an observed
penetration depth can be defined by
T dT K (30)aT oes. P oT
where the constant K depends upon the properties of the paramagnetic
material. If T 2(aX/T)OBS. is plotted against T2dYIdT, the slope is
X o in the GCL model and the intercept is a measure of the constant K.
Figure #10 shows this plot for Sn #5. Even though there is a
gentle bending upward, as is consistent with Figure 7, a straight line
-6
of slope, Xo=5.6xi0 cm. is a very good approximation. The intercept
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is small and is about -0.05 x 10 -cm- K). In the temperature interval,
T> 2.5 OK the paramagnetic background was thus small.
Data on the background taken below the superfluid transition tem-
perature of the liquid helium can not be directly compared with those
taken above Tx. This is so because below the lambda point, the liquid
will support temperature waves and the length into the bath to which
the temperature oscillations extend is much larger than the thermal
wavelength above the lambda point. This was directly evidenced by the
fact that the paramagnetic background goes up an order of magnitude
at temperatures less than the lambda temperature and by the fact that
the differential thermocouple thermometer was immobilized below the
lambda point. The temperature of the sample could be made to oscillate,
as evidenced by a response across the pickup coil, while the thermometer
(a differential device) showed no response. The entire volume of
liquid surrounding the sample and containing the other junction of the
differential thermometer was oscillating coherently in the temperature
with an amplitude very near that of the crystal. With this possibility,
the entire paramagnetic bakelite coilform can contribute to the pene-
tration depth signal.
An extreme example can be offered, and is seen in Figure #11 taken
from the low temperature data for Sn #5. As before, the ordinate is
proportional to HATAX/'T and the abscissa is proportional to the mag-
netic field. The ideal superconducting state (S) extends from zero to
140 oe in this figure, and the intermediate state (I) exists between
140 oe and the critical field, 245 oe. Above 245 oe the specimen is in
the normal state, (N). At this temperature, T 1.5 K, the tempera-
ture dependence of the penetration depth is small and the corresponding
contribution to the signal in the superconducting state is small
compared with the signal seen. Further, the signal intercepted in the
superconducting state lies along the extrapolation of the signal above
the transition, in the normal state, and has a slope opposite that of
the diamagnetic penetration depth measurement. Thus, it is concluded
that the signal in the region (S) is due to a paramagnetic background
and would certainly mask any attempt at a penetration depth measurement
at these temperatures. It is interesting to note the non-zero return
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indicated in the graph. This is due to locked in flux in the crystal
and the lead shield. This same behavior has been observed for the lead
shield alone when it was cycled above the critical field of lead.
When it was realized that the construction and bonding materials
on the crystal could be participating in this magnetic background, the
212R heating was discarded in favor of optical heating. Penetration
depth measurements for Sn #9 were made using this technique and much
the same difficulties were experienced, leading to the conclusion that
the background signal comes largely from the bakelite coilform and
from other unidentifiable peculiarities of the cryostat. It is impor-
tant to realize that any technique which purports to measure the low
temperature departures from the GCL expression for X must contend
with the phenomenon of paramagnetism. A paramagnetic signal cotpling
with the transducer will make low T measurements of X appear to be
smaller than those expected from GCL; this is just what is to be expec-
ted from the BCS expression for the penetration depth'. In this same
manner, direct measurements of aJ/aT , at low temperatures, would
yield temperature slopes which are too small if a paramagnetic back-
ground were present and unaccounted for. Values of 6X/aT lower than
those calculated from GCL are opposite to what is expected from the
BCS theory.
The advantages realized with the optical heating were many, eg.
no straining materials on the surface of the superconductor, fewer
magnetic materials in the cryostat, no large currents to couple with
the induction coil, no currents to introduce spurious magnetic fields
at the surface of the superconductor, and so on. But, the advantages
did not overcome the difficulties inherent in choice of crystal geom-
etry. Further, demagnetization problems remain the same and magnetic
materials within a thermal wavelength (which is effectively infinite
below the lambda point) are still masking the low temperature measure-
ment.
E. CONCLUSIONS
It can be concluded that the thermal oscillation technique, in that
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it employs finite magnetic fields, is not well suited to measurements
of the anisotropy of the penetration depth. The very severe require-
ments of alignment make measurements of the anisotropy. with the oblate
geometry used, incompatible with measurements of the field strength
dependence.
With a change in crystal geometry, however, the oscillation tem-
perature technique would be well suited to measurements of the field
strength dependence of the penetration depth.
This novel approach to penetration depth measurement could also be
developed as a sensitive method of studying temperature dependence of
the penetration phenomenon in superconductors. The GCL two-fluid re-
presentation of the penetration depth,
X(T)= ,Y(t) (31)
is, for most intents and purposes, an excellent description of the phe-
nomenon; any theory of the penetration depth is going to yield an ex-
pression for X which is quantitatively very close to the two-fluid
expression. For example, the BCS calculation of the penetration depth
(27)
extrapolates to the GCL expression as t -l. Further, Lewis's two-
fluid model with an energy gap is only quantitatively different from
BCS and each closely approximates the two-fluid description except at
low y values. The temperature slope of the penetration depth is a much
more sensitive measure of the departure from the two-fluid model than
is the penetration depth itself. This is clearly brought out in a graph
of a6/dY vs y, as opposed to a graph of X vs y. In the article by
Shawlow and Devlin, dX/aY is graphically constructed from measurements
of the changes of X with temperature. On the other hand, this present
technique directly measures dX/dT and effectively dX/dY . It could
be used thus as a very sensitive tool. An example of an interesting
measurement would be the study of the temperature dependence of the
slope of the penetration depth in aluminum at temperatures very near
the transition temperature. In generalizing the London electrodynamic
equations, Pippard introduced the concept of a coherence length, ~t ,
for the superconducting state. This is viewed as the length in real
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space over which the momenta of the electrons are correlated, and it
can be estimated from fundamental properties of the metal.
Pippard derived expressions for the penetration depth valid in the
two extreme casesi
X:' oXGC L  >>, LONDON. SUPERCONDUCTOR
(32)
1/6 1/3
= 3 O3 GXCL) X<<C, PIPPARD SUPERCONDUCTOR(2./3 J(OT)
where E is the coherence length in the real superconductor and
is that characteristic of the ideal infinitely extended pure supercon-
ducting state. J(O,) is a current density and can be found discussed
and evaluated in the BCS approximation in the article by Bardeen and
Schrieffer.(2 8) The point is that aluminum with C0 /X(O)A 100 should
be a clear case of a Pippard Superconductor for T<< Tc. However, as
c
T - T the penetration depth becomes very large and there should be
c
a temperature interval in which X>> . Thus, the parameterization of
the temperature dependence of X aluminum should shift with increasing
temperature, and this would be an interesting observation to which the
h/daT measurement could be well applied,.
This method of making penetration depth measurements has provided
a very severe test of the thermal oscillation technique. It was essen-
tial that every aspect of the measurement be completely understood and
thoroughly worked out before the fundamental difficulties of this par-
ticular application could be isolated. In attacking the problems asso-
ciated with this measurement, developments have been made in the tech-
nique which, even though they did not succeed in making the measurement
practical, have been fundamental to the success of the other aspects of
this investigation. However, without the general changes outlined
above, this technique cannot be expected to compete with existing methods
for making penetration depth measurements.
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V. APPARATUS
A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Figure #1 shows a schematic representation of the experiment. The
cryostat stands between the poles of the electromagnet (EM) which pro-
vides a constant external magnetic field that can be aligned with the
crystal (C) and the measuring coil (I).
The temperature of the liquid helium bath is controlled by the fore-
pump (P) pumping through the pressure regulator (PR). The bath tem-
perature was determined from the vapor pressure, PE' by use of the 1958
4 (1)He temperature scale. Temperature stability in the temperature
range 1.5 0K- T• 4.5 OK is achieved by the action of the thin membrane
(TM) which expands or collapses as the experiment pressure, PE' becomes
larger or smaller than the reference pressure, PR, sealed in the volume
surrounging the membrane. The pump speed changes with small changes in
the throughput from the experiment so as to keep PE PR =0. Slow drifts
in the pressure PE are monitored with a differential oil manometer (DO)
and the regulating valve, (R), is occasionally adjusted so that long
term temperature stability of about 5x10 -3 oK/hr can be achieved.
Light from the source (S) is chopped by the wheel (W) which is
driven by the synchronous motor (M). The condensing lens (CL) focuses
this light onto the end of a light pipe (LP) which guides the light
to a transparent opening on the sides of the silvered glass dewars.
Inside the helium dewar, this chopped light is gathered by the light
funnel (LF) and is made to shine on the end of the crystal.
A thin carbon layer is deposited on the crystal so that the heat
from the absorbed light will cause the temperature of the crystal to
oscillate. The crystal is cooled by direct contact with the liquid
helium in which the entire contents of the experimental chamber (EX)
are immersed. The crystal's average and oscillating temperatures are
measured by the carbon thermometer (T1) and the thermocouple junction
(T2 ) which are attached to the crystal.
The voltage across the induction coil (I), wound around the crystal,
measures the time rate of change of the flux of the constant magnetic
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field through the volume of the crystal. This voltage is proportional
to HAT(Cp/aT) H  where L is the magnetic moment, H is the constant
magnetic field, and AT is the amplitude of the temperature oscillation.
Electrical access to the experimental chamber is through a set of
stainless steel tubes (SS) extending from a brass flange, which seals
the room temperature end of the helium dewar to a copper flange, (FL),
which overlies the experimental chamber and yet is well below the level
of the liquid helium in the inner dewar. Each of the tubes shields
twisted pairs of electrical leads which are brought out of the dewar in
a balanced line arrangement. At the room temperature end, the leads
pass through vacuum tight electrically-shielded epoxy seals (ES) where
external shielded cables are attached. At the helium temperature end,
the electrical leads are wound non-inductively around copper legs wihich
are soldered to flange (FL), in which the stainless shields terminate.
Generally, goodly lengths of the leads were left for connections to the
thermometers and to the coil.
The resistance of the carbon thermometer, T, is measured with a
35 cps thermometer bridge and the very small voltages of the differen-
tial thermocouple thermometer and the induction coil are measured with
a coherent phase-sensitive averaging technique. The reference input to
the phase-sensitive averager is generated (G) from a sampling (PL) of
the chopped light which illuminates the crystal.
The detailed discussion of the apparatus is to be given in three
parts. The first of these considers the experimental chamber which
provides the low noise level environment in which the crystal and
probes are housed. The next part considers the phase sensitive aver-
aging, apd the last section will be concerned with the measurement of
the average and the oscillating temperatures.
B. EXPERIMENTAL CHAMBER
The experimental chamber accomplished three main tasks for these
measurements. It housed the crystal and probes, and it provided for
reproducible alignments between the crystal and the pickup coil and it
served as an eddy-current shield to reduce the noise level at the
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pickup coil due to field fluctuations in the laboratory. For the meas-
urements on superconductors, the shield also aligned the crystal-pickup
T. coil system with the external field.
The low level magnetic-field measurements on superconductors, im-
posed the most severe restrictions on the alignment tolerance and upon
the noise level at the coil. For these measurements the primary mate-
rial in the shield was superconducting lead. For the measurements of
the de Haas-van Alphen effect and of the antiferromagnetic phase tran-
sition the magnetic fields employed were many times larger than the
critical field of lead so that the shield was constructed of OFHC
copper.
Figure #2 is a simplification of the experimental chamber and its
contents. The shield is a short segment of pipe into which the coil
and crystal are inserted. The coil is wound in three sections and the
crystal forms part of the core of the center coil only. The two remain-
ing coils are wound with a sense opposite that of the center section
and, as bucking coils. they further reduce the noise component of the
voltage across the pickup coil.
S. . SHIIFI
BUCKING
COIL
1.3"
LI GHT
FUNNEL
(LF)
Fig. V-2. Schematic diagram of experimental chamber.
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In some measurements rf heating was used instead of chopped light.
When rf heating was used, the light funnel, (LF), was removed and a
heater was deposited on the upper face of the crystal. A detailed de-
scription of this heater is given in Appendix B. rf heating was used
only in the measurements on superconductors.
Figure #3 is a photograph of the experimental chamber. The copper
flange at the top of the cylinder in Figure #3 served to affix the cham-
ber to the supporting flange (FL). The light funnel, (LF), can be seen
protruding from a blackened plexiglass light guard which covered the end
of the shield. The chamber stands on a foot of spongy material in
which a heater, (H), is embedded. This heater was used to promote
mixing in the liquid around the shield.
Figure #4 shows each of the elements in the experimental chamber
in greater detail. The crystal to be studied is lightly glued to a
bakelite tray which is cut so as to allow maximum exposure of the crys-
tal to the surrounding liquid. The crystal shown had a carbon film
heater deposited on the upper face. This is the rf heater used in
some of the penetration depth measurements.
The tray slides snugly into the core of the bakelite form on which
the three coils are wound from one continuous piece of #44 formex coated
copper wire. The center section of this coil had 6000 turns, and each
of the outer bucking coils had approximately 3000 turns each. The coil-
form was notched to mate with a key in the shield so that the coil
could be reproducibly inserted into the shield with the normal to the
broad face of the crystal in either the horizontal or the vertical
plane. The coilform is clamped into place inside the shield by the set
screw visible in Figure #3.
For the measurements on superconductors, the shield was made from
a 1/16" thick sheet of lead which was wrapped to form the surface of
the cylinder of Figure #3. The cylinder was slit along its length so
that the lead sheet did not close on itself. Instead, the slit was
closed with the copper key which positioned the coilform inside the
shield. The lead shield was so oriented that the earth's magnetic
field, as measured in the laboratory, had no component along the axis
of the measuring coil. Magnetic field components transverse to the
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axis of the cylinder were removed by the Meissner effect(2)in the lead;
and the axis of the measuring coil, the field, the plane of the crystal
were automatically aligned by the lead shield. Thus, for these meas-
urements, the shield compensated the earth's magnetic field, collimated
the external constant magnetic field, and acted as an ac field fluc-
tuation shield. This dc collimation was an essential part of the pene-
tration depth measurement where any field component transverse to the
broad face of the crystal could have caused a premature wholesale flux
penetration into the bulk of the specimen, and could have destroyed the
measurement. An OFHC copper shield was used for the measurements of
this investigation which employed fields greater than the critical
field of lead. None of these measurements required the precise field
alignment so essential to the measurements of the penetration depth in
superconductors.
The combination of shield and bucking-coils gives a remarkable re-
duction in noise as the arrangement is cooled to helium temperatures.
The noise can be seen to drop by better than an order of magnitude as
the system is cooled from nitrogen to helium temperatures. With this
shielding arrangement, the noise level out of the coil in zero magnetic
field was equivalent to the input thermal noise of the first amplifi-
cation stage; in large magnetic fields, the primary source of noise was
relative motion between the pickup coil and the external field. In
fields of 5000 oe this can be about two orders of magnitude greater
than the noise level in zero field. This noise contribution was re-
duced by filling all available space in the cryostat with a spongy ma-
terial to dampen the relative motion, and the characteristic frequency
of vibration was kept low by weighting the cryostat and magnet with
lead bricks.
For the measurements of the penetration depth, the magnet (EM) was
formed from a Helmholtz pair which was free to rotate around a vertical
axis. In the high magnetic-field measurements, a large soft-iron elec-
tromagnet was used for which the pole-faces had to be interposed between
the cryostat and the light source (S). To get the light to the crystal,
a hole was bored through one of the pole-faces, as is shown schemat-
ically in Figure #1, and a plexiglass light-pipe (LP) was extended
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through the hole to guide the light from the chopper to the outside of
the liquid nitrogen dewar. The light then passed through the slits in
the silvered nitrogen and helium dewars and was collected inside the
helium dewar by the light funnel (LF) which fitted snugly between the
face of the crystal and'the inside of the helium dewar. The funnel was
2ground to reduce the cross section of the light from 0.5 in. to
0.05 in.2
OFHC copper, linen-base bakelite, plexiglass, and Emerson and
Cuming 2850 FT epoxy were the only construction materials used in the
arrangement shown in Figures #1 through #4. Care was taken to avoid
ferromagnetic impurities (there was no brass below the room temperature
flange located some four feet above the experimental chamber) which
might have placed remanent magnetic moments within the field of the
pickup coil. For optical heating bakelite was the only material within
a thermal wavelength of the crystal which had a substantial paramag-
netic curie constant, and that was small. (3) Details of the magnetic
materials used in the rf heating technique are found in Appendix B.
The stainless steel shields connecting to flange (FL) were #321 and
they terminated approximately two inches above and outside the metallic
shield surrounding the coilform.
C. ELECTRICAL MEASURING APPARATUS
Figure #5 shows the block diagram of the electrical measurement
system. Generally, the input information to the experiment lies to the
left in the diagram, the experiment is in the center and the data de-
tection and processing is to the right.
The, method of signal recovery employed was that of coherent phase-
sensitive averaging. The experimental signal measured across the induc-
tion coil was coherent with and was a response to the modulated heat
input to the crystal. The amplified experimental signal was compared
with a reference signal, derived from the heat input waveform5 for the
purpose of measuring in and out of phase components and of reducing the
noise bandwidth. The phase reference in this experiment was the meas-
ured oscillatory temperature.
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The comparison process consists of multiplying the unity amplitude
reference signal by the experimental signal and of retrieving the dc
component present in the product of the two coherent equal frequency
sine waves. If N represents the effective noise within the bandwidth
of the gain stages, and a is the experimental signal amplitude, one
can write,
comparison product= [N+aSin(wt +)]Sin(wt) =VouT ()
where 0 is the phase difference between the experimental and the refer-
ence signals. This can be rearranged to give,
Vou a Cos(O)+ NSin(wt) -- Cos(2wt+ 0) (2)
This output signal is passed through a low pass filter and the
components at w and 2w are attenuated, reducing the noise N out of
the phase-detector. Increasing the time constant of the low pass fil-
ter is equivalent to lowering the effective noise bandwidth of the
system.
Figure #6 is a schematic diagram of the phase-detector used in
these measurements. The device consists of input, attenuator, tuned
gain, phase-detector, and output filter stages.
In Figure #6 there are two inputs. One is a tuned transformer
input with an impedance of 10 kohm at 20 and 100 cps and an additional
voltage gain of 37 (the turns ratio of the transformer) over the non-
tuned input. The non-tuned input goes directly to the attenuator which
is a switch capable of picking off precisely determined fractions of
the input signal. The input impedance in this mode is about 100 kohm.
The attenuator directly feeds a twin-T tuned White Instrument Co.
#212A amplifier.
The phase-comparison multiplication is accomplished by the matched
push-pull transistors, 2N1308. The reference signal is fed in through
transformer G-51 and is used in a push-pull arrangement to slam the
transistors on and off. The output is the difference of the collector
voltages of the two push-pull transistors and the device behaves like a
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full wave rectifier where the turn-on time is governed by the phase
difference between the reference and the input signals.
The output of the phase-detector feeds the differential input to
an operational amplifier which doubles as a dc amplifier and as a low
pass filter to give the integration involved in the time averaging of
the phase-detector. The gain of the operational amplifier is essen-
tially determined by the ratio of the feedback impedance, 4.7 meg in
parallel with the capacitor C, to the input resistor, 100 kohm. The
capacitance, C. is chosen to give the integration time constant, RC,
where R is the 4.7 meg. The output of the phase-detector can drive
a 5 kohm input recording device directly and a 50-0-50 ýpa ammeter is
provided for course observation of the phase-detector output.
The modulation source is the origin of the primary signal used in
the coherent comparison measurement accomplished by the phase-detector.
The signal divides at the modulation source and generates the reference
signal, which is used for comparison in the phase-detector, and provides
the modulation of a carrier-frequency intensity modulated source of
heat for the crystal when rf heating is used.
Two distinct methods of generating the modulated heat input were
used. The methods share the idea that the filtering difficulties aris-
ing from the direct pickup between the heater and the detection coil
can be virtually eliminated when a modulated carrier heating waveform
is used. The frequency spectrum of the modulated signal is centered
around the high frequency carrier with a bandwidth essentially twice
the audio modulation frequency. Since the crystal temperature responds
to the envelope of the modulated power, and thus varies at a frequency
much lower than the carrier, pickup centered around the carrier frequency
can be filtered without disturbing the modulation-frequency signal in-
duced across the coil. Optical heating is an extreme version of this
idea where absolutely no filtering is necessary. For an audio modulated
rf signal, it is the voltage which is directly modulated; the crystal
responds to the power and thus to the square of the voltage and to the
double of the envelope frequency. In the optical technique, the light
intensity is directly modulated and the crystal temperature responds
to the modulated envelope directly.
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The use of optical heating was prompted by many considerations
other than just filtering. In the measurements on superconductors, it
is absolutely essential that there be no low frequency distorting mag-
netic fields at the surface of the superconductor. The currents in the
heater deposited on the side of the crystal might have provided these
fields and the optical heating technique avoided this problem. Further,
the penetration depth measurement is a surface measurement and the bond-
ing and the insulating layers associated with the depositing of the
resistive films might have strained the surface and distorted the meas-
urement. Again, the optical heating allows the removal of these layers
and the surface is freed from straining materials. Also, it is gen-
erally advantageous not to have to introduce the heater currents into
the cryostat and into the heart of the pickup coil. With the optical
heating system, the heat is very simply converged to the crystal by a
system of plexiglass light-pipes.
The de Haas-van Alphen measurements and the observation of the
antiferromagnetic phase transition were made with the optical heating
technique. The main elements of the optical heating system are shown
schematically in Figure #1 and in the photograph of Figure #7. The
system consists of a source, chopper, light guides, and a reference
generator for the phase-sensitive detector.
The source (S) of Figure #1 is a 150 watt projector lamp bulb. A
variac controls the filament voltage and thus the light intensity. A
condensing lens (CL) focuses the light onto the end of the plexiglass
light-pipe (LP) which extends through the magnet poleface. Between the
lens and the end of the light-pipe is a baffle, and the chopper wheel.
The chopper was a metal disk with holes milled into its face. The
area of a hole was bounded by two radial lines and the sectors of two
concentric circles, of differing radii, which lay between and intersected
the radial lines. The angular opening of each hole was. equal and was
equal to the angular opening of the blank space between the holes. The
combination of synchronous shaft speed and number of holes was chosen
for 20 and 100 cps operation.
It is desirable to remove any steady background and any periodic
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component of the light intensity which may be present during the time
when the blank is rotated into the beam. A constant background of-in-
tensity equivalent to that of the source of the chopped light would
reduce the amplitude of the temperature oscillations. Further, periodic
components of the light intensity, which are present during the time
when the beam should be off, will introduce high frequency components
in the temperature oscillation.
To reduce these effects, the beam was collimated by a baffle which
was interposed between the light source and the chopper. The intensity
of reflected light was reduced by blackening all surfaces which came
into contact with light from the beam. In addition, the outside length
of the light-pipe was painted black and its open end was secured very
close to the plane of the chopper.
A small amount of the chopped light beam is sampled by the plexi-
glass light-pipe (PL) of Figure #1 and is made to shine upon a cadmium-
sulfide cell. The resistance of the cell is a function of the light
intensity incident upon it and this relationship is used, as shown in
Figure #8, to generate a signal for input to the reference channel of
the phase-sensitive detector. The clipping shown in Figure #8 is
accomplished by diode limiting in the Quan-Tech 203 amplifier and it
assures that the reference signal amplitude is independent of the light
intensity. All. the derived and the experimentally measured signals
were coherent with this reference signal which was the primary source
of comparison.
The wave shaping in the reference channel consists of twin-T tuned
amplification and phase shifting. The amplification is achieved with
commercial amplifiers and plug-in twin-T's similar to those used in the
tuned gain stage of the phase-detector.
Both rf and optical heating were used in the penetration depth meas-
urements. The rf modulating technique derived the coherent source from
a twin-T tuned oscillator. The modulated output signal was of the form
a sin(wmt) sin(wct) where a was an amplitude, wm the modulation 6
angular frequency, and we the carrier angular frequency, we = rx0
radians per second. This choice for the modulated voltage waveform
gave a simple frequency spectrum for the power, square of the voltage,
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which contained only a single low frequency component. The general
modulation (b+a cos( Wmt)) cos( wet) has a more complicated power spec-
trum and our choice of modulation corresponds to b=0.
Figure #9 shows the modulator and the power amplifier. The ampli-
fier delivered 1 watt of modulated power through a high pass filter to
a 50 ohm resistive load. The high pass multi-stage LC filter gave an
80 db attenuation to a 20 cps signal.
The signal channel input to the phase-detector was fed by a tuned
preamplifier in series with a signal channel phase shifter and null
device. In the 6M/dT measurements it is natural to use the temperature
oscillation as a phase reference. If there were phase shifts across the
signal channel gain stages one could not take full advantage of AT as a
phase reference for then only phase differences corresponding to max-
imum and minimum phase-detector response could be determined. These
phase differences are not necessarily in and out of phase with respect
to AT. The signal channel phase shift removed this ambiguity. The
null device was simply a convenience.
The essential features of the low noise preamplifier were tuned
balanced line transformer input of moderate input impedance (10 kohm),
twin-T tuning, stable gain, and low equivalent total input noise. The
amplifier built by the author had a gain of 5x104 and an input noise
-9
of 2x10 v rms with a bandwidth of 1/2 cps at 20 cps. This amplifier
was used for both aM/dT and AT measurements. A description of this
type amplifier is given by Maxwell.(4)
Figure #10 shows the phase shift and null device in series with
the signal channel. The input operational amplifier and the triad G-53
transformer represent a very low impedance voltage-difference source
to the phase shifting bridge. The experimental signal appears at one
of the inputs and a coherent comparison signal derived from the refer-
ence channel appears at the other input to the operational amplifier;
their transformed difference appears between two opposite nodes of the
phase-shifting bridge. Across the other two nodes appears this dif-
ference voltage phase-shifted by Z/Z*, Z=R - I/jwC and Z* is the com-
plex conjugate of Zo The output is fed into another operational ampli-
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fier used in a very high input impedance mode (10 meg). The second
amplifier can be adjusted so that the gain across the arrangement is
unity. Nulling is a useful operation in cancelling fixed background
signals and in nulling large signals so that small intervals around
the null can be investigated in greater detail. There are other sub-
traction (addition) operations and other phase shifters in the electri-
cal equipment outlined in Figure #5. These are all similar to the one
shown here.
The time-averaged dc output of the phase detector is added to a
dynamic null input signal at the input to the y axis of the X-Y recor-
der. The dynamic null input is a dc signal varying linearly in the
magnetic field, for small field intervals, which is derived from the
input to the servo control of the Harvey-Wells HS 1050 magnet power
supply. Using this null input, backgrounds linear in the magnetic
field can be cancelled. This operation has been used only for a few
de Haas-van Alphen measurements which sought to extend the observable
number of oscillations at low magnetic fields.
The X axis input to the X-Y recorder was a measure of the magnetic
field which was supplied by the output voltage of a Bell-Pack Hall
probe. In the process of data recording, the magnetic field was always
decreased monatonically from that corresponding to the same starting
current. The magnetic field at the crystal corresponding to this max-
imum current was, once for all, independently measured with a Rawson
#501 gaussmeter and #721 rotating coil probe. The magnetic field cor-
responding to the maximum current was thus known and the Hall probe
was used only as a device responding linearly in the magnetic field.
The probe was attached to the outside of the helium dewar and it was
centered approximately between the magnet pole face and the sample,
which was inside the helium dewar. The constant current for the Hall
probe was supplied by a Harrison Laboratory H 65B constant current/vol-
tage power supply.
Currents up to 40 amperes were supplied to the iron core magnet by
the Harvey-Wells power supply, and these currents were sufficient to
begin saturating the iron. It was thus necessary to have a probe res-
ponding to the field and not to the magnet current as the field-current
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relationship was non-linear for currents as low as 25 amperes.
An air cored Helmholtz pair was used for the superconducting pene-
tration depth measurements. Currents in excess of 5 amperes were rarely
used and there were, of course, no magnet saturation problems in these
measurements.
Field sweeps between 1/2 and 25 oe/sec (with the iron core magnet)
were controlled by a time-varying servo control voltage taken from the
arm of a ten-turn helipot which was connected across a wet cell battery.
The arm of the helipot was driven by an Insco 06710-2S multi-speed
synchronous gear motor. This same gear motor also drove another heli-
pot which generated the dynamic null input to the Y axis of the recorder.
D. THERMOMETRY
1. Average temperature
The average temperature of the sample was measured by the resis-
tance of a 1/10 watt Ohmite carbon composition resistor, T1 of Figure
#1, which was attached to the crystal in a manner similar to that shown
in Appendix B. The resistance is measured to ± 1/10 ohm with a 35 cps
resistance thermometer bridge similar to that reported by Blake et al.(5)
The tuned low noise preamplifier used to detect small unbalances in the
resistance bridge is similar to the preamplifier described by Maxwell.(4)
At the first measurement for each new sample, the carbon thermom-
eter was calibrated against the vapor pressure of the liquid helium in
which it was immersed. During this calibration, 40 to 80 milliwatts of
heat were dissipated, per second. by the heater, H, in the bottom of
the liquid helium bath to promote bubbling and convective motion of the
liquid. ,Further, all calibration points were taken with decreasing
temperature and hydrostatic head corrections were made.
2. Oscillating temperature
The oscillating temperature of the crystal was measured by the
output voltage of a differential thermocouple. One junction of the
thermocouple was soldered to the crystal and the other, the reference
junction, was anchored in the bath, well away from the source of heat.
The oscillatory voltage measured between these junctions is given by
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V(AT) = cATSin(wt) (3)
when o is the thermopower of the differential thermometer, V/oK, and
when the temperature difference, 8T , between the junctions is oscil-
lating with amplitude AT and angular frequency, w
3T= AT Sin(wt) (4)
Thermojunctions between Au+0.02%(at.) Fe and copper were prepared
by spot welding and by soldering. Leads from the junction soldered
into the crystal (see Appendix B) were brought to the flange FL, of
Figure #1, and were wrapped non-inductively around copper studs before
being soldered to the copper leads coming from room temperature. The
Au-Fe to copper junction at the bath temperature was the reference
junction.
The shielded leads were brought out of the cryostat in a balanced
line arrangement and the same coherent phase-sensitive averaging system
used for measuring the induction voltage was used to measure v(AT ).
The temperature oscillation amplitude, AT , is given by,
AT = V(AT) (5)
org(AT)
when V(AT) is the output voltage for in phase operation of the phase
detection system and g(AT) is the total gain for the AT measurement.
The thermopower of the differential thermocouple used in these
measurements has been measured (6)and is typically of the order of
10-5V/oK in the 4 OK range. With a noise level of 10- 9 volts, the
system is capable of measuringAT • -l0 K. With impedance matching
between the thermometer and the input to the detection system, it is
-5 o Kbelieved that this present system is capable of detecting AT 105 oK
at temperatures as low as 1 OK. The calibration appearing in reference
(6) is presented in detail in Appendix A. This calibration has been
used throughout all the analyses of this investigation.
We have pointed out, in Chapter I. that in measuring the oscil-
lating temperature, the differential thermocouple has certain advan-
tages over the conventional carbon thermometer. First, the thermo-
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couple is part of the sample so that there are no phase shifts due to
bonding and insulating layers interposed between thermometer and speci-
men. Secondly, the thermal diffusivity is that characteristic of metals
at low temperatures and is several orders of magnitude greater than the
-1 2 (7)low thermal diffusivity, a 10 cm /sec, estimated for carbon resis-
tors. We can estimate the diffusivity of the thermojunction from meas-
urements of the thermal conductivity of Berman et al., (8)on Au+0.03% (at)
Fe and from the heat capacity of gold. 9) These sources give,
0 ~30K213 w/(cm-oK) at 3 OK and C-1.4xl0- 3 j/(cc-°K), so that,
a 9 2x102 cm 2/sec.
Au-Fe
The change in the thermopower with the magnetic field is less
than 3% for fields smaller than 5 koe at temperatures 2 OK and above.(8)
Accordingly, we have ignored the field dependence of the thermopower
in those phases of this investigation which utilized measurements of IATI.
We note that the total gain, g(AT), of the amplification and de-
tection system, can be expressed as,
g(AT) =g A g ( A T )  (6)
gA is the gain of the low noise preamplifier and g (AT) is the phase
detector gain, for the measurement of AT. The phase detector gain, g~
is determined by a precision attenuator at the input to the phase de-
tector. Now, the preamplifier gain, gA, does not need to be known
accurately for it cancels in the ratio,V(pl)/V(AT), of the induction
voltage, V(;L) , to the temperature oscillation amplitude. It is this
ratio which determines apa/dT . In all measurements of this investi-
gation, V(AT) and V(1 ) were of the same order of magnitude so that
any effect of amplitude dependence (none was detectable) upon the gain,
gA- can be ignored. Thus, as first approximation, the measurement of
dM/dT was insensitive to the electrical system used in making the
measurement.
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APPENDIX A
THE THERMOELECTRIC POWER OF GOLD PLUS 0.02% (AT) IRON
VERSUS COPPER THERMOCOUPLE
Table A-1. Thermocouple calibration
Au-Fe vs Cu
( uv/ K)
9.00
9.40
9.41
9.98
10.22
10.43
10.80
11.13
11.45
11.79
12.26
12.89
13.68
14.60
15.04
15.15
15.03
14.61
13.82
13.02
T
(°K)
11,00
11.50
12.00
12.50
13.00
13.50
14.00
14.50
15.00
15.50
16,00
16,50
17.00
17.50
18.00
18.50
19.00
19.50
20.00
21.00
22.00
TAu-Fe vs Cu
(uv/OK)
12.53
12.12
11.78
11.49
11.21
10.97
10.73
10.50
10.28
10.05
9.83
9.59
9.35
9.12
8.90.
8.69
8.50
8.33
8.19
7.92
7.67
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T
(oK)
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.01
3.25
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00
6.50
7.00
7.50
8.00
8.50
9.00
9.50
10.00
10.50
LETTER TO THE EDITORS
Low Temperature Thermoelectric Power of Gold-Iron
vs Copper Thermocouples
RECENTLY, Berman. Brock, and Huntley'. 2 have
reported on the high thermopower of dilute gold-
iron alloys as compared with gold-cobalt alloys
below 150 K. They have found that the gold-iron
thermopower at 1' K is ten times higher than the
thermopower of gold-cobalt and that the calibration
of any given gold-iron thermocouple is reproducible
to better than 0-5 per cent. Their wire was prepared by
Johnson Matthey and Co. Ltd, London.
We wish to report on direct measurements of the
thermoelectric power of differential thermocouples
formed from gold + 0-02 per cent (at.) iron vs copper.
,
1
Temperature --- p (K)
Figure I
Two methods of forming the junctions were employed
and two different gold-iron wire sizes were used. To
within the experimental error, all the differential
thermocouples had the same thermopower. The results
are shown in Figure 1. It should be noted that these
data are in rough agreement with those reported in the
Berman et al. article' despite the use of a different
measurement technique, different thermocouple wire,
and different thermocouple fabrication methods.
The gold-iron wire was purchased from Sigmund
Cohn, Mount Vernon, New York, and was drawn
from. bar No. 1 to diameters of 0-003 and 0-005 in.
The copper wire was No. 30 Teflon-covered thermo-
couple wire obtained from Thermoelectric Co., Inc.,
Saddle Brook, New Jersey. The junction between the
0-005 in. gold-iron and the copper was spot-welded in
a nitrogen atmosphere, while the 0-003 in. wire was
soldered to the copper wire with bismuth-cadmium
solder.
To obtain a direct measurement of the thermo-
power, two copper blocks, separated by stainless steel
straps, were housed within a vacuum can immersed in
liquid helium. One of the blocks, the reference block,
was thermally connected to the bath via long copper
straps and the reference temperature could be adjusted
and held constant within the temperature range 2-250K
by a suitable combination of heating the reference
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block and pumping on the surrounding helium bath.
A differential thermocouple was formed with onejunction clamped to the reference block and the other
to the copper block which thermally floated above the
reference. By applying a few milliwatts of heat to the
floating block, thermal gradients of the order of 10-500
mdeg. K could be maintained between the junctions.
The junction temperatures were measured by 0-1 W
epoxy encapsulated carbon resistors which were
strapped to the copper blocks in close proximity to
the junctions. The carbon resistors had been cali-
brated against an encapsulated germanium thermo-
meter that was constructed and calibrated by Radia-
tion Research Corp., W. Palm Beach, Florida (Model
CG IAC). A four-terminal technique was used for all
resistance measurements.
Thermoelectric voltages of the order of a few micro-
volts were measured with a Keithley Model 149
millimicrovoltmeter. Prior to establishing the thermal
gradient between the junctions, spurious thermal
e.m.f.s across the system were cancelled with the
bias supply of the Keithley instrument. With the
power on and after a steady state was reached,
the thermoelectric voltage and the temperature gradient
were recorded; the power was then removed and the
bias setting monitored for non-zero returns arising
from a changing thermal environment (changing
liquid helium level, long thermal time constants in the
high temperature region. etc.). Small corrections to the
data were made for the voltage drifts, which never
exceeded ± 0-04 pV.
In the range 2-6" K decreasing helium level and
small heater powers coupled with thermal fluctua-
tions in the bath to produce an uncertainty of about
10 per cent in the measured thermopower, while in the
6-13o K region, the major error of 3 per cent was the
temperature calibration uncertainty of the carbon
thermometers. Above 13' K the long thermal time
constants and the large heat necessary for establishing
the reference temperature were responsible for the 10
per cent error in cancelling the stray e.m.f.s.
Laboratory for Insulation
Research, M.L T.,
Cambridge. Mass., U.S.A.
R. L. ROSENBAUM
R. R. ODER
R. B. GOLDNER
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APPENDIX B
PREPARATION OF SUPERCONDUCTING SAMPLES
Tin and indium crystals approximately 1 mm thick by 1 cm on a side
were cast in a graphite mold. The metal to be cast was melted in a
separate graphite crucible. The crucible had provisions for pouring
the molten metal from beneath the surface of the liquid so as to avoid
transferring the slag which forms at the surface where the hot liquid
comes into contact with the air. A crude oven with provisions for
directional heating and cooling was constructed for growing single
crystals of these soft materials,
The indium crystals were cast from special high purity (99.999-%)
In Lot. Noo CE-69 purchased from the American Smelting and Refining Co.
of South Plainfield, N.J.. After casting, the crystals were etched in
either of the two following reagents:
(a) Concentrated HCl for short periods of time.
(b) 1 gm. picric acid
100 ml, 95% ethyl alcohol
5 ml. HC1.
After the surface oxides deposited in the casting process had been
removed by the etching, the crystal was electropolished in either of
the following two electrolytes:
(a) 62 cc methane sulfonic acid
700 cc 100% ethanol
137 cc distilled water
100 cc butyl cellusolve
Use stainless steel cathode and current densities of approx-
imately 10 amps per square cm. Cool and stir the bath. This
2
method good for polishing areas smaller than about 2 cm .
(b) 330 ml nitric acid ( 1 )
670 ml methyl alcohol
Use stainless steel cathode and current density around 1 amp/
2
cm . This current density is larger than that recommended in
(1). See (1) for precautions to be exercised during the mixing
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of this solution. This method somewhat better for large
surface areas than method (a) above.
The tin crystals were cast from metal purchased from Cominco
Products, Inc. 933 W. Third Avenue, Spokane 4. Washington. The tin
was Cominco 69 Grade high purity tin, Lot. HPM 2914, Sn 53-H. Just
as for the indium, the tin was first etched to remove surface contam-
inants and then electropolished. The echants most frequently used were:
(a) 1/4 HNO3 plus 3/4 HC1.
(b) HC1 plus "pinch" KCIO 3.
The tin crystals can be electropolished using any of the following
electrolytes:
(a) Methane sulfonic acid. Use aluminum cathode and current den-
2
sities of 4 amps/cm .
(b) 137 cc distilled water
700 cc ethanol (denatured will do)
62 cc 70% (s.g. 1.67) perchloric acid
100 cc butyl cellusolve
Stainless steel cathode and 4 amps/cm 2 at 38 volts across the
cell. See (1) for recommended procedures on handling perchloric
acid solutions. This electrolyte gives the most reproduc-
ible and best polish of all electrolytes tried.
(c) All electrolytes listed page 69 of (1) with direct substi-
tution of methane sulfonic acid for the perchloric acid shown
in some of these recipes.
The sharp corners and 900 angles at intersecting faces are always
smoothed and rounded in the polishing process. This is desirable in
the penetration depth measurement as it avoids the surfaces of high
curvature where the first vestiges of bulk flux penetration occur.
After the polishing, a thermocouple was prepared for mounting on
the crystal. First, a small bead of (60%)bismuth-(40%)cadmium solder
was deposited on the thin edge of the crystal. A very small neck was
left on the crystal where it was cut away from the excess material
left from the casting. The solder bead was melted onto this neck where
there was no danger of melting into the bulk of the crystal. A small
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thermojunction was made by spot welding the two metals forming the
junction and then soldering this junction to the bismuth-cadmium bead.
The bismuth-cadmium bead was not necessary for the indium samples. The
thermojunction was easily soldered directly into the neck for these
crystals. Bismuth-cadmium solder was used throughout all phases of this
investigation because of its low melting point and because of its low
superconducting transition temperature (presumably around that of cad-
mium which is about 0.5 OK). The materials used in forming the thermo-
couples were five inch lengths of #38 formex coated copper wire and
0.005" fiberglass insulated Au+0.02% (at.) Fe wire. The gold alloy
was obtained from Sigmund Cohn Corp. 121 South Columbus Ave. Mount
Vernon, N. Y., and the copper wire is GE magnet wire.
Many thin layers of acetone diluted GE-7031 varnish were applied
to the entire surface of the crystal and about a 2" length of the
thermocouple leads. This coating served as electrical insulation,
for heaters were deposited directly over the varnish, and thermally
insulated the crystal from the surrounding liquid in which it was im-
mersed. The varnish coated crystal was left at room temperature from
three to four days for drying and was then baked from three to four days
more at a temperature well below the crystal's melting point. Films
deposited in this manner ranged from 0.004 to 0.009 cm in thickness and
were stable under many temperature cyclings from room temperature to
liquid helium temperatures (4 OK).
Narrow strips of lens paper were set into the last varnish layer
applied to the crystal (see Figure #1). When all was dry, thin OFHC
copper strips about 0.005" thick by 0.01" wide were cemented over the
paper with very small amounts of Emerson and Cuming 2850 Ft epoxy.
This was 'left overnight for curing of the epoxy. The copper strips
of Figure #1 extend beyond the crystal and connect to copper soldering
pins set into the end of the bakelite tray on which the crystal rests.
A thin layer of resistance micropaint was applied to the varnished
surface of the crystal between and overlapping the copper strips. This
layer was baked at about 60 OC for an hour and another layer applied
with the same baking procedure. This process was continued until a
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smooth continuous layer about 0.005" thick covered the crystal face
and formed stable electrical connection to the copper leads. The mic-
ropaint used was Resistance Micropaint R01 and was diluted with Solvent
SL 14 obtainable from the Micro-Circuits Company, New Buffalo, Michigan.
A one-tenth watt Ohmite carbon composition resistor of nominal
room temperature value 47 to 56 ohms was attached to a paper insulator
on the neck just over the thermocouple but removed from the heater by
about 2 mm. The carbon thermometer was filed flat on one face for
better thermal contact and the tinning was removed from the exposed
portions of the copper leads.
This entire product was coated with a layer of GE 7031 and baked
for 24 to 48 hours. This last layer added stability to the carbon
film heater and further isolated the system from the surrounding liquid
into which it was immersed.
The crystal was cemented over the window on the bakelite tray
with a small amount of Du Pont Duco cement (see Figure #V-4). The
crystal was oriented so that the heater current lay parallel to the
common axis of the pickup coil and the external magnetic field. In
this manner, the coupling of the field produced by the heater current
with the pickup coil was small.
REFERENCE
(1) Wo J. McG, Tegart, The Electrolytic and Chemical Polishing of
Metals in Research and Industry. Pergamon, 1959, p. 62.
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APPENDIX C
PARAMAGNETIC BACKGROUND
The existence of paramagnetic materials within a thermal wavelength
of the source of heat is important at low temperatures because of the
I/T dependence of the susceptibility. The contribution to the measure-
ment from the paramagnetic system will be opposite in sign to the con-
tribution from the penetration depth and could mask the penetration
signal which goes as T at low temperatures. To account for this, the
paramagnetic contribution to the penetration depth measurement is here
estimated and compared to the penetration depth signal.
Consider a volume, v, of paramagnetic material which is surrounded
by N turns of the pickup coil. Let it be approximated to have a demag-
netizing coefficient, D, along the field direction. Then, it can be
shown that, within the ellipsoid approximation, the internal field B
(gauss) is related to the external intensity, H, by
B= 4"X H [I+4rX(I-D)H . ( 1)
I+D47x
-6
X"10 for paramagnetic systems well above the Curie temperature. This
system will make the contribution,
V -j00 4rnwATp(I-D)vH (2)
to the observed voltage. In equation (2), n is the turns density for
the pickup coil (turns/cm), w is the angular frequency (radians/sec),
ATp is-the apparent temperature oscillation amplitude for the para-
magnetic system (OK), H is the external magnetic field (oe), v is the
volume of the material (cc), and X is the susceptibility (dimension-
less). 300/C converts from Gaussian units to volts.
Recalling the expression VX for the penetration depth signal,
.300 dXVx =-J c nwAT LpH 8 (3)
one now has,
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Voss.= V + V,. (4)
Defining,
( BST (3 0 0/C)Npw ATxH
and ignoring the phase factor, 
-j,
(a" . a+ 47r(I-D) AT a (6))oB0 S. aT Lp ATV (6)
The paramagnetic nature of the material is expressed by writing,
X = (7)
where C is the Curie coefficient and has the dimensions of temperature.
Curie coefficients are found tabulated in many different forms. In
reference (26) of Chapter IV, a coefficient ' such that pC=C is tab-
ulated and is expressed in cgs units. The dimensions of Z are the
dimensions of (cc-OK)/gm. One also finds a molar Curie constant such
that,
CMOL. (8)
where p. is the magnetic moment and Al is the mole number. For this
tabulation,
P CMoL.= C (9)M MOL. '
where p is the density and M is the molecular weight.
For' comparison with equation IV-30,
T- aX (T2dY 4ir( I- D)T 
aT os. =  T2 Lp Tx vp C. ( I0)
In the approximation that X= Y(T ) , a plot of T2(aX/dT) versus
2 0"T dY/dT would yield a straight line of slope X0 and of intercept
47(I-D) Tp vpC when ATp/ATx is the same for all points.
Lp ATX
As a practical tool, this graphical procedure is limited to super-
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conductors for which the low temperature departures from GCL are small,
for otherwise the intercept is no longer a measure of the paramagnetic
contribution. An alternate and recommended procedure is to make meas-
urements both above and below H c(T). In this manner, the background
contribution in the superconducting state can be obtained from an ex-
trapolation of the measurements above H (T). This procedure could not
be followed in these measurements, for upon going above H (T) all infor-
mation on flux trapping during the course of the measurement would have
been lost.
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